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Features 

- Fully compatible with PC/AT architecture 
- 3.3 volt or 5 volt operation 
- Fully compatible with 8237 OMA controller, 8259 interrupt 

controller, 8254 timer/counter, and 146818 real time clock 
- Provides 7 OMA channels, 13 interrupt request channels, 

2 timer/counter channels, and 1 real time clock 
- Supports Suspend/Resume in Notebook environment 
- Reduced recovery time (120ns) between 1/0 operations 
- Programmable wait states for the OMA cycle 

General Description 

The PT82C206F-LV Integrated Peripheral Controller 
includes two 8237 OMA controllers, two 8259 interrupt 
controllers, one 8254 timer/counter, one MC146818 
compatible real time clock,. an additional 64 bytes CMOS 
RAM, one 74LS612 memory mapper, and some top level 
decoder/configuration logic circuits. · It is a single chip 
integration of all main peripheral parts attached to the X bus 
of PC/AT architecture. While providing full compatibility with 
PC/AT architecture, the PT82C206F-LV also offers some 
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PT82C206F-L V 

Integrated Peripheral Controller 

- 3.3 volt DC back-up support for ATC operation. 
CMOS RAM, 8259 and 8237 register data are 
retained after PWRGO is set low. 

- Built in 74LS612 memory mapper for OMA page 
address 

- Provides 114 bytes of CMOS RAM memory 
- 8 MHz OMA clock with programmable internal divider 

for 4 MHz operation 
- 1 SM byte OMA address space 

enhanced features and improved speed performance. These 
include an additional 64 bytes of user definable CMOS RAM 
in real time clock and drastically reduced recovery time for 
the 8237, 8259 and 9254. Programmable wait state option 
isprovidedfortheOMAcyclesandCPUVOcyclesaccessing 
this chip. This chip also provides programmable 8 or 4 MHz 
OMA clock selection. The PT82C206F-LV is implemented 
using advanced 0.8µ CMOS design technology and is 
packaged in a 100-pin PQFP. 
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Block Diagram 
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.---------------:0 OMACLK • OMA& . . 
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~---------------· 

~-------------------------- --------------------· . 
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·-----------------------------------------------; 
.--------·------
I 8259 . 

INTERRUPT . CONTROLLER-I ~ 

H (MASTER) 
t-

8259 . INTERRUPT . CONTROLLER-2 ~ f-. (SLAVE) 

~---------------· 
~ 8254 I---
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..__ 
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Pin Description 

Pin No. 
Designation 110 Description 

QFP 

Clock and Control 

15 SYSCLK I CLOCK IN PTU is used to generate the timing signals for OMA operation. This pin 
can be driven to 1 O MHz frequency. The internal clock used for OMA operation is 
either SYSCLK or SYSCLK/2 which is a programmable option. 

75 OSCI I OSCILLATOR INPUT is used to generate thetime base forthe time function of real 
time clock. External square waves of 32.768 KHz may be connected to this pin. 

10 RESET I RESET is an active high input which affects the following registers: OMA controller: 
Clears the command, status, request, temporary registers, byte pointer flip flop. 
Sets the mask register. Following reset, OMA controller is in the idle state. 
INTERRUPT controller: Clears the edge sense circuit, mask registers, all ICW4 
functions. IRQO is assigned the highest priority. Slave address is set to 7. Special 
mask mode is disable and status read is set to IRA. 

71 IOCHRDY 1/0 1/0 CHNNEL READY is a bidirectional pin~ In the input mode, it is used to extend 
the memory read or write pulses for the OMA controller to access slow memories 
or l/O devices. It must satisfy setup and hold times with respect to the OMA internal 
clock in order to work reliably. A low on I OCH ADY causes the internal OMA ready 
signalto go low asynchronously. When I OOH ROY goes high, one OMA clock cycle 
will elapse before internal OMA ready signal goes high. In the output mode, it is 
an,open drain output and provides an adive low output whenever a PT82C206F-
LV internal register is accessed. It will remain low for a pre-programmed number 
of OMA internal clock cycles (as controlled by bits 7 and 6 of PT82C206F-LV 
configuration register) and then goes high. In this way, IOOHRDY can insert wait 
states (as counted by OMA internal clock cycles) when CPU accesses the 
PT82C206F-LV internal registers. This pin must be pulled up by an external 
resistor. In a PC/At architecture base design this pin should be wire-ORed to the 
PCtArs IOCHRDY signal. 

18-25 XD7-XDO 110 X DAT A BUS are 3-state bidirectional pins which are connected to the XO bus in 
PC/AT architecture design. 
During CPU VO read cycles, these are output pins to read the contents of 
PT82C206F-LV internal registers. 
During CPU 1/0 write cycles, these are input pins to let CPU program the contents 
of PT82C206F-LV internal registers. 
During OMA cycles, the most significant 8 bits of the address are output onto these 
pins to be strobed into an external latch by AOSTB8 or ADSTB16. During OMA 
memory-to-memory transfers, data from the memory comes into the OMA controller 
via these pins and stores in the internal temporary register during read from the 
memory partial cycle. In the write to memory partial cycle, the data stored in the 
temporary register will output via these pins again and write into the new memory 
location. 
During the interrupt acknowledge cycle, the interrupt controller output the interrupt 
vector byte via these pins. These pins are also used as th' multiplexed address/ 
data bus for the real time clock and the CMOS RAM accesses. 
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Pin Description (Continued) 

Pin No. 
Designation 110 Description 

QFP 

31-39 
41 

XAS-XAO 
XA9 

110 X ADDRESS BUS are connected to the XA bus in PC/AT architecture design. AS-
1 XAO pins are bidirectional pins. XA9 is an input only pin. During CPU llOaccesses 

to the PT82C206F-LV, XA9-XAO are used to address configuration register and the 
internal registers of 8237, 8259, 8254, MC146818, CMOS RAM, 7 4LS612. During 
a CPU cycle, XA3-XAO pins are used by the CPU to address the registers of the OMA 
controller corresponding to OMA channels 0-3. XA4·XA 1 pins are used by the CPU 
to address the registers of the OMA controller corresponding to OMA channels 5-7. 
During a OMA cycle, XA7-XAO pins are outputs and carry address information for 
OMA channels 0-3. XA8-XA1 pins are outputs and carry address information for 
OMA channels 5-7. 

54 XIOR 110 X VO READ is a bidirectional active low 3-state pin. In a non OMA or non interrupt 
cycle, it is an input control signal used by the CPU to read the PT82C206F-l Vinternal 
registers. In an adive OMA cycle, it is an output control signal used by the OMA 
controller to access data from a peripheral during a OMA write memory transfer. 

50 XIOW 1/0 X VO WRITE Is a bidirectional active low 3~state pin. In a non OMA or non interrupt 
cycle, It is an input control signal used by the CPU to write th~ PT82C206F-l. Vinternal 
registers. In an adive OMA cycle, it is an output control signal used by the OMA 
controller.to access data from a peripheral during a OMAwrlte'memorytransfer. 

- . .. 

61 OMAMEMR 0 OMA t-1EMORY READ is an active low a~state output pin used to access data from 
the seleCted 'memor)' location during OMA read memory or memory-to-memory 
transfer. 

62 

' 76 

72 

42-45 

60-58 

DMAMEMW 

HLOA1 

HAO 

DREOO· 

DAE03 

DRE05-
DREQ7 

p . : . QMA MEMORY WRlfE is ari actiw toYl'a-state output pin used to access data to the 
s~leCt8d me~ry ~tion_during OMA read memory or memory-to-memorytransf er. 

_I HOLO_ACKNOWLEOGE 1 Is an active high signaUrom_ the PICOPOWER 
EVERGREEN to indicate that the .CPU has relinquished control of the system · bu5ses: · ·: ·, ~ . : - , · ·· · · 

0 HOLD REQUEST is an aCtive high output to the PICOPOWER EVERGREEN to 
request control of the system bus. When a OREO occurs and the corresponding 
mask bit iscle1:ar, or a software OMA request is made, the OMA controller issues HAO 
to the PICOPOWER EVERGREEN. After CPU releases the system bus, the 
PICOPOWER EVERGREEN then issues a HLDA 1 back to the PT82C206F-L V if 
OMA has been permitted to control the system bus. 

I OMA REQUEST is an asynchronous OMA channel request input for each OMA 
channel. In fixed priority, DREOO has the highest priority and OAE07 has the lowest 
priority. Aperiphaldevicewill activate a OREO line if it needs a OMA service. DACK 
will acknowledge the recognition of OREO request. OREO must be maintained until 
the corresponding DACK goes active. OREO will not be recognized while the OMA 
clock is stopped. Unused OREO inputs should be kept inactive and the corresponding 
mask bit should be set to avoid an undesired OMA functioJI. Polarity of OREO is 
programmable. Reset initializes these lines to active high. DREOO-DRE03 support 
8-bit transfers between 8-bit 1/0 device and 8 or 16-bit system memory. DAEQ5-
DRE07 support 16-bit transfers between 16-bit 1/0 device and 16-bit system 
memory. DRE04 is not externally available and is used to cascade OREQO-ORE03. 

5 
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Pin Description (Continued) 

Pin No. 
Designation 110 Description 

QFP 

70 TC 0 TERMINAL COUNT is an active high signal. It indicates the completion of DMA 
services. A pulse is generated by the DMA controller when terminal count for any 
channel is reached except for channel 0 in memory-to-memory transfer mode. 
During memory-to-memory transfer terminal count will be generated when the 
terminal count for channel 1 occurs. When a TC pulse occurs, the OMA controller 
will terminate the service, and if auto-initialize is enabled, the base registers will be 
written to the current registers of that channel. The mask bit and TC bit in the status 
registerwillbesetforthecurrentlyactivechannelunlessthechannelisprogrammed 
for auto-initialization. In that case, the mask bit remains clear. 

46-49 DACKO- 0 OMA ACKNOWLEDGE is used to notify the individual peripherals when one has 
DACK3 been granted cycle. Because these signals are used internally for cascading the 

57-55 DACK5- OMA channels and for OMA page register selection, they must be programmed to 
DACK? active low and cannot be changed. Reset initializes them to active low. 

69 ADSTBS 0 ADDRESS STROBE 8 is an active high output. It is used to latch the upper address 
byte XAS-XA 15 for 8-bit peripheral devices. During OMA block transfers, ADSTBS 
will only be issued when the upper address byte must be updated, thus speeding 
transfer through elimination of S 1 states of OMA cycles. ADSTB8 is active for OMA 
channels 0-3. 

65 ADSTB16 0 ADDRESS STROBE 16 is an active high output. It is used to latch the upper 
address byte XA9-XA 16 for 16-bit peripheral devices. During OMA block transfers, 

. ADS TB 16 will only be issued when the upper address byte must be updated, thus 
speeding transfer through elimination of S1 states of OMA cycles. ADSTB16 is 
active for OMA channels 5-7. 

--
63 AENS 0 ADDRESS ENABLE 8 is an active low output. It is used to enable the latch of the 

upper address byte XA8-XA15 for 8-bit peripheral devices. It is inactive when 
external bus master controls the system bus. AEN8 is active for OMA channels O· 
3. 

64 AEN16 0 ADDRESS ENABLE 16 is an active low output. It is used to enable the latch of the 
upper address byte XA9-XA 16 for 18-bit peripheral devices. It is inactive when 
external bus master controls the system bus. AEN16 is active for OMA channels 
5-7. 

--
30 ACK (MSE) I MODULE SELECT ENABLE is a two purpose input. When high, it enables the chip 

select function on one of the modules of PT82C206F·L V for the CPU programming 
functions. When low, the PT82C206F-LV is essentially disconnected from the 
system bus and is capable of performing an active OMA or an interrupt cycle. In 
a PC/AT architecture design, it is tied to ACK signal of main board. 

95-00 A23-A16 0 A23-A 17 and XA 16 are 3-state output pins. A23-A 17 are the upper 7 bits of the 
1 A17 DMA page register. XA 16 is the least significant bit of the OMA page register and 
5 XA16 is used for OMA transfers for 8-bit peripheral devices only. XA 16 is not used for 16-

bit OMA transfers as XA 16-XA9 being provided by demuttiplexing the data bus. 

79-85 IR015-IAQ9 I INTERRUPT REQUESTS are asynchronous inputs. Wlilen 8259 is operating in 
86 IRQ7 edge triggered mode, an interrupt request is executed by raising an IRO input low 
87 IA06 to high and holding it high until it is acknowledged by CPU. 

91-93 IRQS-IAQ3 When 8259 is operating in level triggered mode, an interrupt request is executed 
94 IAQ1 by raising an IRQ input high and holding it high until it is acknowledged by CPU. 

6 



PT82C206F-L V 

Pin Description (Continued) 

Pin No. 
Designation 110 Description 

QFP 
--

8 INTA I INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE is an active low input. It is used to enable the 
interrupt controllers to output the vector data on to the data bus by an interrupt 
acknowledge sequence from the CPU. 

73 INTR 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST is an active high output pin. It is connected to the CPU's 
interrupt pin and is used to interrupt the CPU when an interrupt request occurs. 

17 TMRCLK I TIM ER CLOCK is an input clock for 8254 counter 0, counter 1 and counter2. In PC/ 

- AT architecture design, it is approximately 1.19 MHz. 

16 GATE2 I GATE2 is agate input for 8254 oounter2. In PC/AT architecture design, the counter 
2 is used for tone generation for speaker. It is driven by bit O of 110 port 61 h. 

14 OUT1 0 OUT 1 is an output of 8254 counter 1. In PC/AT architecture design, the counter 
1 is programmed asa rate generator to produce a 15 used period signal for DRAM 
refresh. 

13 OUT2 0 OUT 2 is an output of 8254 counter 2. In PC/AT architecture design, the counter 
2 is used for tone generation for speaker. 

1 
74 AS I ADDRESS STROBE is an adive high input. It is pulsed by THE PICOPOWER 

EVERGREEN when CPU accesses the real time clock or CMOS RAM of the 
PT82C206F-l V. The falling edge of this pulse latches the address from the.XO bus. 

7 PSRSTB I POWER SUPPLY STROBE is an active low input. It is used to establish the 
condition of the control registers of real time clock when power is applied to the 
device. In PC/AT architecture design, it should be tied to the battery back-up circuit. 
When PSASTB and TEST are both low, the following occurs: 
(a) Periodic Interrupt Enable (PIE) bit is cleared to zero. 
(b) Alarm Interrupt Enable (AIE) bit is cleared to zero. 
(c) Update ended Interrupt Enable (UIE) bit is cleared to zero. 
(d) Update ended Interrupt Flag (UF) bit is cleared to zero. 
(e) Interrupt Request status Flag (IRQF) is cleared to zero. 
(f) Periodic Interrupt Flag (PF) bit is cleared to zero. 
(g) The part is not accessible. 
(h) Alarm interrupt Flag (AF) bit is cleared to zero. 
(i) Square Wave output enable bit is cleared to zero. 

6 PWRGD I POWER GOOD is an active high input and is connected to the power good of the 
power supply in PC/AT architecture design. It must be high for bus cycles in which 
the CPU accesses the real time clock. When it is low, all address, data, data strobe 
and RNJ pins are disconnected from the processor. 

9 TEST I TEST is an active high input to enable the chip testing for production. It should be 
tied low for normal operation. 

26, 78 vcc POWER SUPPLY / 

3, 77,52 vss GROUND 

7 



PT82C206F-L V 

Pin Description (Continued) 

Pin No. 
Designation 110 Description 

QFP 

2,4, 11-12, NC No Connect 

27-29,40,51,53, 

66-68,88-90 

FUNCTIONALJREGISTER DESCRIPTION 

TOP LEVEL DECODER AND CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

The PT82C206F-LVtop level decoder provides 8 separate enables to various subsystems of the device. Table 1. contains a truth 
table for the top level decoder. The enabling of the PT82C206F-LV XDO·XD7 output buffers is also controlled by this section. 
The output buffers are enabled whenever an enable is generated to an internal subsystem and the XIOR signal is also asserted. 
The decoder is enabled by signals ACK, XA9, XAS. To enable any internal subsystem ACK must be '1' and both XA9 and XAS 
must be 'O'. 

Table 1. PT82C206F-LV Internal Decode 

ACK XA9 XA8 XA7 XA6 XAS XA4 XA3 XA2 XA1 XAO ADDRESS SELECTED 
RANGE(HEX) DEVICE 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 x x x x 000-00F DMAS 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x 020-021 INTC1 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 x 022-023 CON FIG 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x x 040-043 CTC 

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 071 ATC 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 x x x x 080-0SF DMAPAGE 

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 x OAO-OA1 INTC2 

1 0 0 . 1 1 0 x x x x x OCO-ODF DMA16 

0 x x x x x x x x x x DISABLED 

x 1 x x x x x x x x x DISABLED 
,{ 

x x 1 x x x x x x x x DISABLED 

8 
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Configuration Register 

Index register port: 22H 
Data Register Port: 23H 
Index: 01H 

Bits Function 

7-6 These bits contain the information of wait states inserted when the CPU accesses the registers of PT82C206F-
LV. Wait states are counted as SYSCLK clock cycles and are not affected by the OMA clock selection. 

7 6 Register VO, RN/ wait states 

0 0 1 
0 1 2 
1 0 3 
1 1 4 (default) 

5-4 These· bits contain the information of wait states inserted in 16 bit OMA cycles. Further control of the OMA 
cyclelength is available through the use of the IOCHROY pin of the PT82C206F-LV. During OMA cycle this pin 
is used as an input to the wait state generation logic to extend the cycle if necessary. 

5 4 16 bit OMA wait states 

0 0 1 (default) 
0 1 2 
1 0 3 
1 1 4 

3-2 These bits contain the information of wait states inserted in 8 bit OMA cycles. Further control of the OMA cycle 
length is available through the use of the IOCHRDYpin of the PT82C206F-LV. During OMA cycle this pin is used 
as an input to the wait state generation logic to extend the cycle if necessary. 

3 2 16 bit OMA wait st.ates 

0 ·o · 1 (default) 
0 1 2 
1 0 ~ 3 .... 
1 1' 4 .. .. 

1. EMR bit enables the early OMAMEMR function. In.IBM PC/AT design OMAMEMR is delayed one clock cycle 
later than XMEMa·. If. set to 1, ·it will start OMAMEMR at the same time asJCMEMR•. If set to O, it will start 
OMAMEMF:l as an·' IBM PC/AT desiQn'.(defaultj. ' . .· . 

, .·.. . !"<! ... 

0 CLK bit selects the OMA clock. H this bit set to 0, the SYSCLK input is divided by two and is used to drive both 
the 8-bit and 16-bit OMA subsystems"(defauh). If this bit is et to 1, the SYSCLK will directly drive the OMA 
subsystems. Whenever the state of this bit is changed, an internal synchronizer controls the actual switching of 
the clock to prevent a short clock pulse from causing a OMA malfunction. 

OMA SUBSYSTEM 

The PT82C206F-LV contains two 8237 OMA controllers. Each controller is a four channel OMA device which will generate the 
memory addresses and control signals necessary to transfer data between a peripheral device and memory directly. The two 
OMA controllers are internally cascaded to provide four OMA channels for transfers to 8-bit peripherals (OMAS), and three 
channels for transfers to 16-bit peripherals (QMA 16). The channel O of OMA 16 provides the cascade inter-connection of the two 
OMA devices, thereby maintaining PC/AT compatibility. Hereinafter, the description of the OMA subsystem pertains to both 
DMAS and OMA 16 unless otherwise noted. 

OMA 1/0 Address Map 

The 110 address map of the OMA subsystem of PT82C206F-LVLV is listed in Table 2. The mapping is fully compatible with PC/ 
AT architecture. 

9 



PT82C206F-L V 

Table 2. OMA Subsystem 1/0 Address Map 

ADDRESS OPERATION BYTE REGISTER 
DMA8 DMA16 XIOR XIOW POINTER FUNCTION 

OOOH OCOH 0 1 0 Read channel O current address low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 0 current address high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel O base and current address low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel O base and current address high byte 

001H OC2H 0 1 0 Read channel O current count low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel o current count high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel O base and current count low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel O base and current count high byte 

002H OC4H 0 1 0 Read channel 1 current address low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 1 current address high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 1 base and current address low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 1 base and current address high byte 

003H OC6H 0 1 0 Read channel 1 current count low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 1 current count high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 1 base and current count low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 1 base and current count high byte 

004H OCSH 0 1 0 Read channel 2 current address low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 2 current address high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 2 base and current address low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 2 base and current address high byte 

OOSH OCAH 0 1 0 Read channel 2 current count low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 2 current count high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 2 base and current count low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 2 base and current count high byte 

006H OCCH 
.... 

1 ' Read C:hann~el 3 current address !Ow byte 0 0 
0 1 1 Read channel 3 current address high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 3 base and current address low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 3 base and current address high byte 

007H OCEH 0 1 0 Read channel 3 current count low byte 
0 1 1 Read channel 3 current count high byte 
1 0 0 Write channel 3 base and current count low byte 
1 1 1 Write channel 3 base and current count high byte 

OOSH ODOH 0 1 x Read status register 
1 0 x Write command register 

009H OD2H 0 1 x Read OMA request register 
1 0 x Write OMA request register 

OoAH OD4H 0 1 x Read command register 
1 0 x Write single bit OMA request mask register 

10 



PT82C206F-L V 

Table 2. OMA Subsystem 1/0 Address Map 

ADDRESS OPERATION BYTE 
OMA8 DMA16 XIOR XIOW POINTER 

OOBH 006H 0 1 x 
1 0 x 

OOCH OOBH 0 1 x 
1 0 x 

OOOH OOAH 0 1 x 
1 0 x 

OOEH OOCH 0 1 x 
1 0 x 

OOFH ODEH 0 1 x 
1 0 x 

OMA Operation 

During normal operation of the PT82C206F-LV, the OMA 
.. subsystem will be in either the. Idle condition, the program 
• condition or the active condition. When OMA controller is in 
the idle conclition,. it only ~~ecut~s the _SI idle state _cycles. 
The OMA controller w_i,11 re,mS.!I'\ II) t~e ~le'condition unless 
it has beenJnitialized to ~ork'ancr ·one of the OMA request 
pi~sh~be~na~s.ert~~.l~thatpase,theDMAco~~rc>llerwill 
exit the Idle condition and enter the active condition. The 
OMA controller will also exit the idle condition and enter the 
program.condition when CPU.attempts to access its internal 
register&.'.~,.- - .. : ·- ;.:··• .. ·: .. ··'... · 

;_: ~ : .. :, ·.,.' ., ~1;-'.'~ :1~ . ,: : 

When no peripherals request service, the OMA subsystem 
will enter the Idle condition and perform only the SI idle 
states. During this time the PT820206F~L V will sample the 
OREO input pins every Clock cycle to··detennine if any 
peripheral is requesting a OMA service. The internal select 
from the top level decoder and HLDA 1 Input pin will also 
sample at the same time to determine if the CPU is attempt ion 
to access the internal registers. With either of the above two 
conditions satisfied, the OMA subsystem will exit the idle 
condition and enter the program condition or the active 
condition. Note that the program condition has priority over 
the active condition since a CPU cycle has already started 
before OMA has been granted use of the bus. 

Program Condition 

The OMA subsystem will enter the program condition 
whenever HLDA 1 input pin is inactive and an internal select 
from top level decoder is active. During this time, the 
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REGISTER 
FUNCTION 

Read mode register 
Write mode register 

Set byte pointer flip/flop 
Clear byte pointer flip/flop 

Read temporary register 
Master clear 

Clear mode register counter 
Clear all OMA request mask register bits 

Read all OMA request mask register bits 
Write all OMA request mask register bits 

address lines XAO-XA3 become inputs if OMAS is selected, 
or XA1-XA4 become inputs if OMA16 is selected. These 
address inputs are used to decode the OMA controller 
registers which are to be accessed. The XIOA and XIOW 
are used to select and time the CPU reads or writes. When 
OMA 16 is selected, the XAO is not used to decode and is 
ignored. Due to the large number and size of the internal 
registers of the OMA subsystem, an internal byte pointerflip/ 
flop is used to supplement the addressing of the 16-bit word 
count and address registers. This byte pointer is used to 
determine the,upper or lower byte of.the word count and 
address regiSte~. ·This' byte pointer flipi11op is cleared by 
hardware RESET or a master clear command. It may also 
be set or cleared by the CPU's 'set byte polriter flip/flop' or 
clear byte pointer flipAlop: commands~5~er~ .ar_e special. 
commandsiupportedbytheOMAsubsystemrntheprogram 
condition. These commands do not use the data bus but are 
derived from a set of addresses, the internal select and 
XIOR or XIOW • These commands are listed at the end of 
table 2. Erratic operation of the PT82C206F-L Van occur if 
a request for service occurs on an unmasked OMA channel 
which is being programmed. The channel should be masked 
or the OMA should be disabled to prevent the PT82C206F
LV from attempting to service a peripheral with a channel 
which is only partially programmed. 

Active Condition 

The OMA subsystem will enterthe active condition whenever 
a software request occurs or a OMA request occurs on an 
unmasked channel which has already been programmed. 
When a OREO occurs and the corresponding mask bit is 
clear, or a software OMA request is made, the OMA 
subsystem issues HRQtothe PICOPOWER EVERGREEN. 
After CPU releases the system bus, the PICOPOWER 



EVERGREENthenissuesaHLDA1 backtothePT82C206F
l V if OMA has been permitted to control the system bus. 
After being granted control of the bus, the OMA subsystem 
will then begin a OMA transfer cycle. Take OMA read cycle 
as an example. After receiving a OREO, the PT82C206F
LV will issue a HAQ to the PICOPOWER EVERGREEN. 
Until a HLOA 1 is returned, the OMA subsystem will remain 
in an idle condition. On the next clock cycle the OMA will exit 
idle and enter SO state. During SO the OMA will resolve 
priority and issue DACK on the highest priority channel 
which is requesting service. The OMA will then enter 51 
state where the multiplexed addresses are output and 
latched. The OMA will then enter 52 State where the 
PT82C206F-LV asserts OMAMEMR command. The OMA 
will then enter 53 state where the PT82C206F-L V asserts 
XIOW command. The OMA will then remain in 53 until the 

-wait state counter has expired and IOCHADY is high. Note 
that at least one additional S3 will occur unless compressed 
timing is programmed. Once a ready condition is detected, 
the OMA will enter S4 where OMAMEMR and XIOW are 
deasserted. In compressed mode and demand mode, 
subsequenttransfers will begin in 52 unless the intermediate 
addresses require updating. In these subsequent transfers 
the lower addresses are changed in 52. 

Transfer Modes 

There are four transfer modes supported by the OMA. They 
are single transfer mode, block transfer mode, demand 
transfer mode and cascade mode. The OMA can be 
programmed on a channel by channel basis to operate in 
one of these four modes. 

Single Transfer Mode - In this mode the OMA will execute 
only one cycle at a time. OREO must be held active until 
DACK becomes active in order to be recognized. H OREO 
is held active throughout the single transfer, the 
PT82C206F-L V will deassert HAQ and release the bus to 
the system once the transfer is complete. After HLDA 1 has 
gone inactive the PT82C206F-LVwill again assert HRO and 
execute another transfer on the same channel unless a 
request from a higher priority channel has been received. 
In single transfer mode the CPU is ensured of at least one 
full machine cycle execution between OMA transfers. 
Following each transferthe word count register is decreased 
and the address register is increased or decreased depending 
on the DEC bit of mode register. When the word count 
decrements from OOOOH to FFFFH the terminal count bit in 
the status register is set and a pulse is output to TC pin. If 
the autoinitialization is selected, the channel will reinitialize 
itself for the next service; Otherwise, the OMA will set the 
corresponding OMA request bit mask and suspend 
transferring on that channel. 

Block Transfer Mqde - In this mode the OMA will begin 
transfers in response to either a OREO or a software 
request. If OREO starts the transfers, it need only be held 
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active until DACK becomes active. The transfers will 
continue until the word count decrements from OOOOH to 
FFFFH, at which time TC pin is pulsed and the terminal 
count bit of status register is set. Again, an autoinitialization 
will occur at the end of the last service if the channel has 
been programmed to do so. 

Demand Transfer Mode - In this mode the OMA will begin 
transfers in response to the assertion of OREO and will 
continue until either.terminal count is reached or OREO 
becomes inactive. This mode is normally used for peripherals 
which have limited buffering capacity. The peripheral can 
initiate a transfer and continue until its buffer capacity is 
exhausted. The peripheral may then reestablish service by 
again asserting OREO. During idle periods between transfers 
the CPU is released to operate and can monitor the operation 
by reading intermediate values from the address and word 
count register. Once OREO has been deasserted, higher 
priority channels are allowed to intervene. Reaching terminal 
count will result in the generation of a pulse on TC pin, the 
setting of the terminal count bit in the status register and 
autoinitialization if programmed to do so. 

Cascade Mode - This mode is used to interconnect more 
than one OMA controller, to extend the number of OMA 
channels while preserving the priority chain. In cascade 
mode the master OMA controller does not generate address 
or control signals. The OREO and DACK signals of the 
master are used to interface the HAQ and HLOA 1 signals of 
the slave OMA devices. Once the master has received a 
HLDA 1 from the CPU in response to a OREO caused by the 
HRQfrom a slave OMA controller, the master OMA controller 
will ignore all inputs except HLDA 1 from the CPU and OREO 
on active channel. This prevents conflicts between the OMA 
devices. 

Figure 3. shows the cascade interconnection for two levels 
of OMA devices. Note that channel 0 of OMA 16 is internally 
connected for cascade mode to DMA8. Additional devices 
can be cascaded to the available channels in either DMAS 
or OMA 16 since cascade is not limited to two levels of OMA 
controllers. 

When programming cascaded controllers, begin with the 
device which is actually generating HRQ to the system (first 
level device) and then proceed to the s&eond level devices. 
RES ET causes the DACK outputs to become active low and 
are placed in the inactive state. To allow the internal 
cascade between OMA8 and OMA 16 to function correctly, 
the active low state of DACK should not be modified. The 
first level device's OMA request mask bits will prevent 
second level cascaded devices from generating unwanted 
hold requests during the initialization process. 

Tran sf er Types 
) 

Single transfer mode, block transfer mode and demand 
transfer mode can perform any of the three transfer types. 
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Figure 3. Cascade Mode Interconnect 

CPU 

HAO 
HLDA 

. . 

PT82C206F·LV 
OMAS 

OMA16 

OREOO HAO 
OACKO HLDA 
OAE01 
OACK1 

(Slave) 

HAO 
HLDA 

(Master) 

-------------------- -- ---------------------

These three transf ertypes are read, write and verify transfers. 

Read Transfers - These transfers move data from memory 
to an VO P.eripheral by generating the memory address and 
asserting OMAMEMR and XIOW during the same transfer 
cycle. 

Write Tra~sfers -These transfers move .data from an 1/0 
peripheral to memAM by generat!!:!a..!h.e memory address 
and asserting OM EMW and 1CIOR during the same 
transfer cycle. ~ . r; : ' . . , 

~ . 

Verify Transfers-The verify transfers are pseudo transfers. 
In this type of transfer the OMA will operate as In read or 
write transfers by generating HRO, DACK, memory 
addresses and respond to the terminal oount. But it does not 
activate the memory and 1/0 command signals. Since no 
transfer actually takes place IOCHRDY is also ignored 
during verify transfers. 

Memory-to-Memory Transfers - In addition to the above 
three transfer types, there is also a memory-to-memory 
transfer which can pnly be used on OMA channel 0 and 
channel 1. The memory-to.-memory transfer is used to 
move a block of memory from one location in memory to 
another. OMA channels O and 1 may be programmed to 
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OPTIONAL 
8237A 

HAQ 
HLDA 

·operate as mem0ry-to-memory channels by setting a bit in 
the DMAcommand register. Once programmed to do so the 
transfer can be started by generating either a software or an 
external request to channel 0. During the transfer, charin~I · '. 
0 provides the address for the source block during the 
memory read portion of the transfer, channel 1 generates.: 
the addr• for the destination block during the.memory 
write po_rt~n of the same transfer. During the read portion 
transfer, ·a byte of data is latched in the internal temporary 
register of OMA The contents of this register are then 
output on the XDO-XD7 output pins during the write portion 
of the transfer and subsequently written to memory location . 
Channel O may be programmed to maintain the same 
source address on every transfer. This allows the CPU to 
initialize large blocks of memory with the same value. The 
OMA subsystem will continue performing transfers until 
channel 1 reaches the terminal count. 

Autolnltlallzatlon 

The mode register of each OMA channel contains a bit 
which will cause the channel to reinitialize after reaching 
terminal count. During autoinitialization, the base address 
and base word count registers, which were originally 
programmed by the CPU, are reloaded into the current 
address and current word count registers. The base registers 



remain unchanged during DMA active cycles and can only 
be changed by the CPU. If the channel has been programmed 
to autoinitialize, the request mask bit will remain cleared 
upon reaching terminal count. This allows the DMA to 
continue operation without CPU intervention. In memory
to-memory transfers the word count registers of both channel 
o and channel 1 must be programmed with the same starting 
value for full autoinitialization. 

OREQ Priority 

The PT82C206F-L V supports two types of priority schemes 
which are software programmable. They are fixed priority 
and rotating priority. Fixed priority assigns priority based on 
channel position. In this method channel 0 is assigned the 

channel x I = Requested Channel 

First 
Priority Arbitration 

Priority channel 0 

t 
I channel 1 , ....__Cycle 

Grant 

channel 2 

PT82C206F-L V 

highest priority and channel 3 is the lowest priority. Afterthe 
reoognition of any one channel for service, the other channels 
are prevented from inter1ering with that service until it is 
oompleted. In rotating priority, the ordering of priority from 
channel O to channel 3 is maintained but the actual 
assignment of priority changes. The channel most recently 
serviced will be assigned the lowest priority and since the 
order of priority assignment remains fixed, the remaining 
three channels rotate accordingly. The rotating priority 
assignment is illustrated in Figure 4. In instances where 
multiple requests occur at the same time, the PTS2C206F
LV will issue a HRQbut will not freeze the priority logic until 
HLDA 1 is returned. Once HLDA 1 becomes active the 
priority logic is frozen and DACK is asserted on the highest 
requesting channel. Priority will not be reevaluated until 
HLDA 1 has been deactivated. 

Second Third 
Arbitration Arbitration 

I channel 2 ,..__Cycle 
Grant 

I channel 3 , .._Cycle 
Grant 

I channel 3 channel O 

channel 0 channel 1 

: Lowest channel 3 channel 1 channel 2 
' ' 
·-----------------------------------------------------l------------------------------~------------------------------· 

Figure 4. Rotating Priority Scheme 

Address Generation 

Eight il")termediate bits of the address are multiplexed onto 
the data lines during active cycles of the OMA This_ reduces· 
the number of pins required by the OMA subsystem. During 
S1 state, the Intermediate addresses are output on data 
lines XDO·XD7. These addresses should be externally 
latched and used to drive the system address bus. Since 
DMAS is used for 8-bit transfers and OMA 16 ls used for 16-
bit transfers, a 1-bit skew occurs in the intermediate address 
fields. DMAS will therefore output addresses AS-A 15 on the 
data bus at this time whereas OMA 16 will output A9-A 16. A 
separate set of latch and enable signals are provided for 
both DMA8 and OMA 16 to accommodate the address skew. 

During S-bit DMA transfers, in which DAMS is active, the 
PT82C206F-LV will output the lower S bits of address on 
XAO-XA7. The intermediate S-bits of address will be output 
on XDO-XD7 and ADSTBS will be asserted for one OMA 
clock cycle. The falling edge of ADS TBS is used to latch the 
intermediate addresses AS-A 15. An enable signal, AENS, 
issued to control the output drivers of the external latch. 
A 16-A23 are also generated at this time from a OMA page 
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register In the PT82C206F-LV. Note that A 16 is output on 
the XA 16 pin of the device. 

During 16-bit OMA transfers, in which DAM 16 is active, the 
PTS2C206F-LV will output the lower 8-bits of address on 
XA1-XA8. The intermediate 8-bits of address A9-A16 will 
be output on XOO-XD7 and ADSTB16 will be asserted for 
one OMA clock cycle. The falling edge of ADS TB 16 is used 
to latch the intermediate addresses A9-A 16. An enable 
signal, AEN16, issued to oontrol the output drivers of the 
external latch. A 17 ·A23 are also generated at this time from 
a DMA page register in the PTS2C206F-LV. Note that XAO 
and XA 16 remain 3-state during 16-bit DMA transfers. 

The OMA page registers are a set of 16 S-bit registers in the 
PTS2C206F-LV which are used to generate the high order 
addresses during DMA cycles. Only S of the registers are 
actually used but all 16 were included to maintain PC/AT 
compatibility. Each OMA channel has a page register 
associated with it with the exception of channel 0 of OMA 16 
which is used for internal cascading to DMA8. Assignment 
of each of these registers is shown in Table 3. along with its 
CPU 110 read/Write address. 



During demand and block transfers, the PT82C206F-LV 
generates multiple sequential transfers. For most of these 
transfers the information in the external address latches will 
remain the same, eliminating the need to be relatched. 
Since the need to update the latches occurs only when a 
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carry or borrow from the lower B·bits of the address cou-er 
exists, the PT82C206F·l Vwillonly update the latch contents 
when necessary. The PT82C206F-LV will therefore only 
execute S1 state when necessary and Improve the overall 
system throughput. 

Table 3. OMA Page Register 1/0 Address Map 

l/OADDRESS TYPE 

OBOH RN/ 

081H AN/ 

082H AN/ 

083H RN/ 

084H RN/ 

085H AN/ 

086H AN/ 

087H RN/ 

088H RN/ 

089H RN/ 

08AH RN/ 

OBBH RN/ 

08CH RN/ ,. 

OSDH RN/ 

08EH RN/ 

OSFH AN/ 

Compressed Timing 

The OMA subsystem in the PT82C206F·L V can be 
programmed to transfer a word in as few as 2 OMA clock 
cycles. Normal transfers require 4 OMA clock cycles since 
S3 is executed twice due to the one wait state insertion. In 
systems capable of supporting higher throughput, the 
PT82C206F-LV can be programmed to omit one 53 and 
assert both commands in S2. 52 begins the cycle by 
generating the address and asserting both commands. One 
S3 cycle is executed and the cycle terminates in S4. If 
compressed timing is selected, TC will be output in 52 and 
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REGISTER FUNCTION 

Unused 

DMAS Channel 2 (DACK2) 

DMAS Channel 3 (DACK3) 

DMAS Channel 1 (DACK1) 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

DMAS Channel 0 (DACKO) 

Unused 

OMA 16 Channel 2 (OACK6) 

OMA 16 Channel 3 (DACK7) 

OMA 16 Channel 1 (DACK5) 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

DRAM refresh cycle 

51 cycles will be executed as necessary to update the 
address latch. Note that compressed timing is not allowed 
for memory-to-memory transfers. 

Register Descriptions 
Current Address Register 

Each OMA channel has a 16-bit cul'tent address register 
which holds the address used during transfers. Each channel 
can be programmed to increment or decrement this register 



whenever a transfer is completed. This register can be read 
or written by the CPU in consecutive 8-bit bytes. If 
autoinitialization is selected, this register will be reloaded 
from the base address register upon reaching terminal 
count in the current word count register. Channel 0 can be 
prevented from incrementing or decrementing by setting the 
address hold bit in the command register. 

Current Word Count Register 

Each channel has a current word count register which 
determines the number of transfers. The actual number of 
transfers performed will be one greater than the value 
programmed into the register. The register is decremented 
after each transfer until it goes from zero to FFFFH. When 
this roll-over occurs the PT82C206F-LV will generate TC 
and either suspend operation on that channel and set the 
appropriate request mask bit or autoinitialize and continue. 

Base Address Register 

Associated with each Current Address Register is a Base 
Address Register. This is a write only register which is 
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loaded by the CPU when writing to the Current Address 
Register. The purpose of this register is to store the initial 
value of the Current Address Register for auto initialization. 
The contents of this register are loaded into the Current 
Address Register whenever terminal count is reached and 
the Autoinitialize Bit is set. 

Base Word Count Register 

This register preserves the initial value of the Current Word 
Count Register. It is also a write only register which is loaded 
by writing to the Current Word Count Register. This register 
is loaded into the Current Word Count Register during 
autoinitialization. 

Command Register 

This register controls the overall operation of a DMA 
subsystem. The register can be read or written by the CPU 
and is cleared by either RESET or a Master Clear command. 

Mode Register 

Command Register Format (Read/Write) 

Bit Function 

7 DAK - Writing a "O" to this bit makes DACK an active low output. Writing a "1" to this bit makes DACK an 
active high output pin. 

6 DAO - Writing a ·o· to this bit makes OREO an active high input pin. Writing a "1" to this bit makes DREO 
an active low input pin. 

5 EW - Writing a ·1 ·to this bit enables Extended Write feature. ft causes the write command to be asserted 
one OMA cycle earlier during a transfer. Thus read and write commands both begin in state $2 when 
enabled. 

4 RP - Writing a "1" to this bit selects a Rotating Priority scheme for honoring OMA requests. The default 
condition is fixed priority. 

3 CT - Writing a ·1" to this bit enable the Compressed Timing. The default condition causes the OMA to 
operate with normal timing. 

2 CD - Controller Disable. Writing a ·1 ·to this bit disables the OMA subsystem (DMAB or OMA 16). This 
function is normally used whenever the CPU needs to reprogram one of the channels to prevent OMA 
cycles from occurring. 

1 AH - Writing a ·1" to this bit enables the address hold feature in Channel O when performing memory-to-
memory transfer. 

0 M-M -Writing a "1 '"to this bit enables Channel 0 and Channel 1 to be used for memory.to memory transfers. 
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Each OMA channel has a Mode Register associated with it. 
All four Mode Registers reside at the same VO address. Bits 
o and 1 of the Write Mode Register command determine 
which channel's Mode Register gets written. The remaining 
six bits control the mode of the selected channel. Each 

channel's Mode Register can be read by sequentially reading 
the Mode Register location. A Clear Mode register Counter 
command is provided to allow the CPU to restart the mode 
read process at a known point. During mode read operations, 
bit o and 1 will both be 1. 

Mode Register Format (Read/Write) 

Bits Function 

7-6 These bits contain the information of mode selection for each channel: 

7 6 Function 

M1 MO Mode Select 

0 0 Demand Mode 
0 1 Single Cycle Mode 
1 0 Block Mode 
1 1 Cascade Mode 

5 DEC - Writing a ·1 ·to this bit DEC remands the address after each transfer. 

4 Al - Writing a •1 •to this bit enable Autolnitialization function. 

3-2 These bits control the type of transfer which is to be performed. 

3 2 Function 

TI1 TI2 Transfer Type Select 

' 0 0 Verify Transfer 
0 1 Write Transfer 
1 0 Read Transfer 
1 1 Illegal -

1-0 These bits determine which channel's Mode Register will be written. Read back of this Mode 
Register will cause these bits to both be ·1 •. 

1 0 Function 

CS1 cso Channel Selection 

0 0 Select Channel 0 
0 1 Select Channel 1 
1 0 Select Channel 2 
1 1 Select Channel 3 
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Request Register 

This is a four bit register used to generate software requests 
(OMA service can be requested either extemally or under 
software control). Request Register bits can be set or reset 

independently by the CPU. The Register Mask has no effed 
on software generated requests. All four bits are read in one 
operation, and appear in the lower four bits of the byte. Bits 
4 through 7 are read as ones. All four request bits are 
cleared to zero by RESET. 

Request Register Write Format 

Bits Function 

7-3 Don't care. 

2 RB - Writing a ·1 ·to this bit sets the Request Bit. 

1-0 AS1-RSO - Channel Request Select. These bits determine which channel's Request bit will be set. 

1 0 Fund ion 

RS1 RSO Channel selection 

0 0 Select Channel O 
0 1 Select Channel 1 
1 0 Select Channel 2 
1 1 Select Channel 3 

' 

Request Register Read Format 

Bits Function 

7-4 Always reads ·1 •. 

3-0 RC3-RCO ·These bits contain the state of the request bit associated with each Request Channel. 
The bit position corresponds to the channel number. 

Request Mask Register transfer cycles. This register can be programmed in two 
ways. Each channel can be independently masked by 
writing to the Wri1e Single Mask Bit location. The data 
format for this operation is shown below. 

The Request mask register is a set of four bits which are 
used to inhibit external OMA requests from generating 
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Request Mask Register Set/Reset Format 

Bits Function 

7-3 Don't care. 

2 MB· Writing a ·1· to this bit sets the request Mask Bit and inhibits external requests. 

1-0 MS1 -MSO ·Channel request Mask Select. These bits determine which channel's Request Mask bit 
will be set. 

1 0 Function 

MS1 MSO Channel Selection 

-
0 0 Select Channel O 
0 1 Select Channel 1 
1 0 Select Channel 2 
1 1 Select Channel 3 

Alternatively all four mask bits can be programmed in one operation by writing to the write All Mask Bits address. Data format 
for this and the Read All Mask Bits function is shown below. 

Request Mask Register Read/Write Format 

Bits Function 

7-4 Always reads ·1 •• 

3-0 MB3-MBO • These bits contain the state of the request Mask Bit associated with each request 
· channel. -The bit position corresponds to the channel number.· ;.,_· ··· · · ; - ' ... ' · 

All four mask bits are set following a RESET or a Master Clear command.·· Individual channel'i'nask bits will be set as a result ' 
of terminal count being reached, if autoinitialize is disabled. The entire register can be cleared;"enabling all 'four t:harinels by 
performing a Clear Mask Register operation. · · · ; ;, ·· · ' 

Status Register 

The status of all four channels can be determined by readingthe Status Register. Information is available to determine if a channel 
has reached Terminal Count and whether an external service request is pending. 

Status Register Format (Read) 

Bits Function 

7-4 DR03-DROO - These bits show the status of each channel request, and are not affected by the state 
of the Mask Register bits. Reading ·1 ·means "request" occurs, and bits 7,6,5,4 represent channels 
3,2, 1,0 respectively. These bits can be cleared by RESET, Master Clear or the pending request 
being deasserted. 

3-0 TC3-TCO - These bits indicate which channel has reached Terminal Count reading "1 '". These brts 
can be cleared by RESET, Master Clear or each time a Status Read takes place. The channel 
number corresponds to the bit position. 
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Temporary Register 

The Temporary Register is used as a temporary holding 
register for data during memory-to-memory transfers. The 
register is loaded during the first cycle of a memory-to
memory transfer from XDO-X07. During the second cycle 
of the transfer, the data in the Temporary Register is output 
on the XDO-XD7 pins. Data from the last memory-to
memory transfer will remain in the register. 

Special Commands 

Five Special Commands are provided to make the task of 
programming the device easier. These commands are 
activated as a result of a specific address and assertion of 
either a XIOR or XIOW. For these special commands, the 
data bus is ignored by the PT82C206F-L V whenever an 
XIOW activated command is issued. Data returned on 
XIOR activated commands is undefined. 

1. Clear Byte Pointer Flip-Flop. This command is normally 
executed prior to reading or writing to the address or word 
count registers. This initializes the flip-flop to point to the 
low byte of the register and allows the CPU to read or write 
the register bytes in correct sequence. 

2. Set Byte Pointer Flip-Flop. Setting the Byte Pointer Flip
Flop allows the CPU to adjust the pointer to the high byte 
of an address or word count register. 

3. Master Clear - This command has the same effect as a 
hardware RESET. The Command Register, Status 
Register, Request Register, Temporary Register, Mode 
Register counter and Byte Pointer Flip-Flop are cleared 
and Request Mask Register is set Immediately following 
Master Clear or RESET, the OMA will be in the idle 
condition. 

4. Clear Request Mask Register - This command enables 
all four OMA channels to accept requests by clearing the 
mask bits in the register. 

5. Clear Mode Register Counter - In order to allow access to 
four Mode Registers while only using one address, an 
internal counter is used. After clearing the counter all four 
Mode Registers may be read by successive reads to the 
Mode Register. The order in which the registers will be 
read is Channel O first, Channel 3 last. 
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INTERRUPT SUBSYSTEM 

INTERRUPT CONTROLLER FUNCTIONAL 
DESCRIPTION 

The programmable interrupt controllers in the PT82C206F
LV function as a system wide interrupt manager in an 
iPAX86 system. They accept requests from peripherals, 
resolve priority on pending interrupts and interrupts in 
service, issue an interrupt request to the CPU, and provide 
a vector which is used as an index by the CPU to determine 
which interrupt service routine to execute. A variety of 
priority assignment modes are provided, which can be 
recofigured at any time during system operation, allowing 
the complete interrupt subsystem to be restructured, based 
on the system environment. 

Overview 

Two interrupt controllers, INTC1 and INTC2, are included in 
the PT82C206F-LVLV. Each of the interrupt controllers is 
equivalent to an 8259A device operating in iPAX86 Mode. 
The two devices are interconnected and must be 
programmed to operate in Cascade Mode (see Figure 5) for 
proper operation of all 16 interrupt channels. INTC1 is 
located at addresses 020H-021 H and is configured for 
Master operation (defined below) in Cascade Mode.INTC2 
is a Slave device (defined below) and is located at OAOH
OAIH. The Interrupt Request output signal from INTC2 (INT) 
is internally connected to the interrupt request input Channel 
2 (IR2) of INTC1. The address decoding and cascade 
interconnection matches that of the IBM PC/AT. 
Two additional interconnections are made to the interrupt 
request inputs of the interrupt controllers. The output of 
Timer o in the Counter/Timer subsystem is connected to 
Channel o (IAO) of INTC1. Interrupt request from the Real 
Time Clock is connected to Channel 0 (IRO) of INTC2. Table 
4 lists the 16 interrupt channels and their interrupt request 
source. 

Description of the Interrupt Subsystem will pertain to both 
INTC1 and INTC2 unless otherwise noted. Whenever register 
addresses are used, the address for the INTC1 register will 
be listed first and the address for the INTC2 register will 
follow in parenthesis. Example 020H (OAOH). 

; 
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INTC1 

INTA INTA INT INTR 

IR2 

CAS2 
CAS1 
CASO t---

(master) 

INTC2 

CASO 1---
L-..+I INTA CAS1 

CAS2 

INT 

(slave) 

Figure 5. Internal Cascade Interconnect 

Table 4. Interrupt Request Source 

Controller Number Channel Name Interrupt Request Source 

INTC1 IRO Counter/Timer OutO 

INTC1 IR1 ·:: IR01 Input Pin 

INTC1 IR2 INTC2 Cascade Interrupt 

INTC1 IR3 IR03 Input Pin 

INTC1 '. IR4 . , .. IR04 Input Pin 

INTC1 IRS IROS Input Pin 

INTC1 IRS IROG Input Pin 

INTC1 IR7 IRQ7 Input Pin 

INTC2 IRO Real Time Clock IAQ 

INTC2 IR1 IA09 Input Pin 

INTC2 IR2 IAQ10 Input Pin 

INTC2 IR3 IAQ11 Input Pin 

INTC2 IR4 IAQ12 Input Pin / 

INTC2 IRS IAQ13 Input Pin 

INTC2 IRS IAQ14 Input Pin 

INTC2 IR7 IRQ15 Input Pin 
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Controller Operation 

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the major elements in the 
controller. The Interrupt Request Register (IRA) is used to 
store requests from all of the channels which are requesting 
service. Interrupt Request Register bits are labeled using 
the Channel Name IR7-IRO. The In-Service Register (15R) 
contains all the channels which are currently being serviced 
(more than one channel .can be in service at a time). ln-
5ervice Register bits are labeled 157-150 and correspond to 
IR7-IRO. The Interrupt Mask Request (IMR) allows the CPU 

INTA 

.----I 

INTERRUPT 
IRO-IR7 REQUEST 

REGISTER 

INTERRUPT 
MASK 

REGISTER 

L--. 
CASCADE 
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to disable any or all of the interrupt channels. The Priority 
Resolver evaluates inputs from the above three registers, 
issues an interrupt request, and latches the corresponding 
bit into the In-Service Register. During interrupt acknowledge 
cycles, a master controller outputs a code to the slave 
device which is compared in the Cascade Buffer/Comparator 
with a three bit ID code previously written. if a match occurs 
in the slave controller, it will generate an interrupt vector. 
The contents of the Vector Register are used to provide the 
CPU with an interrupt vector during Interrupt Acknowledge 
(INT A) cycles. 

IN·SERVICE 
REGISTER 

1--

rL 
PRIORITY INT 

RESOLVER 

LJ 

VECTOR 
COMPARATOR REGISTER DATA BUS 

CASO·CA32 

·-

Figure 6. Interrupt Controller Block Diagram 

Interrupt Sequence 

The PT82C206F-LV allows the CPU to perform an indirect 
jump to a service routine in response to a request for service 
from a peripheral device. The indirect jump is based on a 
vector which is provided by the PT82C206F-LV on the 
second of two CPU generated INT A cycles (the first INT A 
cycle is used for resolving priority and the second cycle is for 
transferring the vector to the CPU, see Figure 7). The events 
which occur during an interrupt sequence are as follows: 

1. When one or more of the interrupt requests (IA? -IRO) 
becomes active, .INTC will set the corresponding IRA 
bit(s). 
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2. The interrupt controller resolves priority based on the 
state of the IRA, IMR and ISR and asserts the INTR 
output if appropriate. 

3. The CPU accepts the interrupt and responds with an 
INTAcycle. 

4. During the first INTA cycle, the highest priority 15R bit is 
set and the corresponding IRA bit is reset. The internal 
Cascade address is generated. 

5. The CPU will execute a second INT A cycle, during which 
the PT82C206F-LV will drive al'.f8-bit vector onto the data 
pins XD7-XDO, which is read by the CPU. The format of 
this vector is shown in Table 5. Note that V7-V3 in Table 
S are programmable by writing to Initialization Control 
Word 2 (see Initialization Command Words section, P29· 
37). 



6. At the end of the second INTA cycle, the ISR bit will be 
cleared if the Automatic End Of Interrupt mode is selected 
(see End Of Interrupt section below). Otherwise, the ISR 
bit must be cleared by an End Of Interrupt (EOl)command 
from the CPT J at the end of the interrupt service routine 
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to allow further interrupts. If no interrupt request is 
present at the beginning of the first INTA cycle (i.e. a 
spurious interrupt), INTC1 will issue an interrupt level 7 
vector during the second INT A cycle. 

INTERRUPT MUST REMAIN ACTIVE UNTIL 
THE FIRST INTA CYCLE BEGINS 

IA~--___,/ 
cf 

INT -------' 
CASCADE PRIORITY RESOLVED 

INTA -----------.. /--"""\. 

IXDO-X07 ----------------< ----I 
VECTOR 

Figure 7. Interrupt Sequence 

End Of Interrupt 

EOI is defined as the condition which causes an ISR bit to 
be reset. Determination of which ISR bit is to be reset can be 
done by a CPU command (specific EOI) or, the Priority 
Resolver can be instructed to·clear the highest priority ISR 
bit (non-specific EOI). The PTS2C206F-LV can determine 
the correct ISR bit to reset when operated in modes which 
do not alter the fully nested structure. since the current 
highest priority ISR bit-ls necessarily the last level 
acknowledged and serviced.; In conditions where the fully 
nested structure is nOt preserved, a specific EOI must be 
generated at the end of the interrupt service routine. An ISR 
bit that is masked, in Special Mask Mode by an IMR bit, will 
not be cleared by a non-specificEOI command. The interrupt 
controller can optionally generate an Automatic End Of 
Interrupt (AEOI) on the trailing edge of the second INTA 
cycle. 

Priority Assignment 

Assignment of priority is based on an interrupt channel's 
position relative to the other channels in the interrupt 
controller. After the initialization sequence, IRO has the 
highest priority, IR7 the lowest, and priority assignment is 
fixed (Fixed Priority Mode). Priority assignment can be 
rotated either manually (Specific Rotation Mode) or 
automatically (Automatic Rotation Mode) by programming 
Operational Command Word 2 (OCW2). 

Fixed Priority Mode· This isthedefaultconditionwhich exists 
unless rotation (either manual or automatic) is enabled, or 
the controller is programmed for Polled Mode. In Fixed 

.! ·~, Priority Mode, interrupts are fully nested with priority assigned 
as shown: 
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Priority Status (Lowest) 7 6 5 4 3 2 • 1 0 (Highest) 

Nesting allows interrupts of a higher priority to generate 
interrupt requests prior to the completion of the interrupt in 
service. When an interrupt is acknowledged, priority is 
resolved, the highest priority request's vector is placed on 
the bus and the ISR bit for that channel is set. This bit 
remains set until an EOI (automatic or CPU generated) is 
issued to that channel. While the ISR bit is set, all interrupts 
of equal or lower priority are inhibited. Note that a higher 
priority service routine will only be acknowled-ed if the CPU 
has internally re-enabled interrupts. 

Specific Rotation Mode· Specific Rotation allows the system 
software to re-assign priority levels by issuing a command 
which redefines the highest priority channel. 

Before Rotation 

Priority Status (Lowest) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O (Highest) 

(Specific Rotation command issued with Channel 5 specified) 



After Rotation 

Priority Status (Lowest) 5 4 3 2 1 o 7 6 (Highest) 

Automatic Rotation Mode - In applications where a number 
of equa~ priorit~ peripherals are requesting interrupts, 
Automatic Rotation may be used to equalize the priority 
assignment. In this mode a peripheral, after being serviced, 
is assigned the lowest priority. All peripherals connected to 
the controller will be serviced at least once in 8 interrupt 
requests to the CPU from the controller. Automatic rotation 
will occur, if enabled, due to the occurrence of EOI (automatic 
or CPU generated). 

Before Rotation (IR3 is highest priority request being 
serviced) 
-ISR Status Bit IS7 IS6 IS5 IS4 IS3 IS2 IS1 ISO 

. , 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 
Lowest Highest 

Priority Status 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 o 
(Specific Rotation command issued with Channel 4 specified) 

After Rotation 
ISR Status Bit IS7 IS6 

1 1 
Lowest 

Priority Status 3 2 

IS5 IS4 IS3 IS2 
0 0 0 0 

0 7 6 

IS1 ISO 
0 0 

Highest 
5 4 

Programming the Interrupt Controller 

Two type of ex>mmands are used to ex>ntrol the PT82C206F· 
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L V interrupt controllers, Initialization Command Words 
(ICWs) and Operational Command Words (OCWs). 

Initialization Command Words 

The initialization process consists of writing a sequence of 
4 bytes to each interrupt controller. The initialization 
sequence is started by writing the first Initialization Command 
Word (ICW1) to address 020H (OAOH) with a 1 on bit 4 of the 
data byte. The interrupt controller interprets this as the start 
of an initialization sequence and does the following: 

1. The Initialization Command Word Counter is reset to 
zero. 

2. ICW1 is latched into the device. 
3. Fixed Priority Mode is selected. 
4. IRO is assigned the highest priority . 
S. The Interrupt Mask Register is cleared. 
6. The Slave Mode Address is set to 7. 
7. Special Mask Mode is disabled. 
8. The IRA is selected for Status Read operations. 

The next three 1/0 writes to address 021 H (OA 1 H) will load 
ICW2-ICW4. See Figure 8 for a flowchart of the initialization 
sequence. The initialization sequence can be terminated at 
any point (all 4 bytes must be written for the controller to be 
properly initialized) by writing to address 020H (OAOH) with 
a O in data bit 4. Note, this will cause OCW2 or OCW3 to be 
written. 

Table 5. Interrupt Vector Byte 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

IR7 V7 V6 · vs V4 V3 1 1 1 

IR6 V7 V6 vs V4 V3 1 1 0 

IRS V7 V6 vs V4 V3 1 0 1 

IR4 V7 V6 vs V4 V3 1 0 0 

IR3 V7 V6 vs V4 V3 0 1 1 

IR2 V7 V6 vs V4 V3 0 1 0 

IR1 V7 V6 vs V4 V3 0 0 1 

IRO V7 V6 vs V4 V3 0 0 0 
' 
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START 

WRITEICW1 

WRITEICW2 

NO 

XAO•O, 
XD4·1 

XA0·1 

WRITE ICW3 XA0•1 

YES 

WRITE ICW4 XA0·1 

END OF INITALIZATION 
CONTROLLER READY 

Figure 8. lnltlallzatlon Sequence 

ICW1 • Address 020H (OAOH) 

• Write Only 

Bits Function 
.. 

7-5 Don't care. 

4 Must set •1 •for ICW1 ,·since ICW1, OCW2 and'OCW3 share the same address, (020H, OAOH). 

3 LTM-Bit 3 selects Level Triggered Mode or Edge triggered Mode input to the IA. If a ·1 ·is written to L TM, a high 
level on the IR input will generate an interruptreguest and the IR must be removed prior to EOI to prevent another 
interrupt. In Edge Triggered Mode, a low to high transition wm generate an interrupt request. In either mode, 
IR must be held high until the first INTA cycle is started in order to generate the proper vector. IR7 vector will 
be generated if the IA input is deasserted early. 

Don't care. 

1 SM· This bit selects between Single Mode and Cascade Mode. Single Mode is used whenever only one interrupt 
controller (INTC1) is used and is not recommended for this device. Cascade Mode allows the two interrupt 
controllers to be connected through IR2 of INTC1. INTC1 will allow INTC2 to generate its own interrupt vectors 
if Cascade Mode is selected and the highest priority IA pending is from an INTC2 input. INTQ 1 and INTC2 must 
be programmed for Cascade Mode for both devices to operate. · 

0 Don't care. 
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ICW2 - Address 021 H (OA 1 H) 

- Write Only 

Bits Function 

7-3 V7-V3-These bits are the upper 5 bits of the interrupt vector and are programmable by the CPU. INTC1 and 
INTC2 need not be programmed with the same value in ICW2, usually INTC 1 is program med with a value of OSH 
and INTC2 is programmed with a value of 70H. 

2-0 The lower three bits of the vector are generated by the Priority Resolver during INTA (see Table 5). ICW3-Format 
for INTC1-Address 021 H--Write Only 

ICW-3 Fonnat for INTC1 - Address 021 H 

- Write Only 

Bits Function 

57-50-Selects which IA inputs have Slave Mode controllers connected. ICW3 in INTC1 must be written with 
a 04H (IAQ2) for INTC2 to function correctly. 

ICW-3 Fonnat for INTC2 - Address OA 1 H 

- Write Only 

Bits Function 

7-3 Don't care. 

2-0 102-100-0etermines the Slave Mode address the controller will respond to during the cascade INTA sequence. 
ICW3 in INTC2 should be written with a 02H (IR02 of INTC1) for Cascade Mode operation. 

ICW4 • Address021H (OA1H) 

- Write Only 

Bits Function 

7-5 Don't care. 

4 EM I-this bit will Enable Multiple Interrupts from the same channel in Fixed Priority Mode. This allows INTC2 to 
fully nest interrupts, when Cascade Mode with Fixed Priority Mode are both selected, without being blocked by 
INTC 1. Correct handling of this mode requires CPU to issue a non-specific EOI command to zero, when exiting 
an interrupt service routine. If zero, a non-specific EOI command should be sent to INTC1. If non-zero, no 
command is issued. 

3-2 Don't care. 

1 AEOl-Auto. End Of Interrupt is enabled when ICW4 is written with a one in bit 1. The interrupt controller will 
perform a non-specific EOI on the trailing edge of the second INTA cycle. Note, this function should not be used 
in a device with fully nested interrupts unless the device is a cascade Master. 

0 Don't care. 
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Operational Command Words OCW1 • Address 021 H (OA 1 H} 
• Read/Write 

msb lsb 

b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 bO 

M7 M6 MS M4 M3 M2 M1 MO 

Operational Command Words (OCWs) allow the 
PT82C206F·LV Interrupt controllers to be controlled or 
reconfigured at anytime while operating. Each interrupt has 
30CWs which can be programmed to affect the proper 
operating configuration and a Status Register to monitor 
controHeroperation. Operational Command Word 1 (OCW1) 
is located at address 021 H (OA 1 H) and may be written any 
time the controller is not In Initialization Mode. Operational 
Command Words 2 and 3 (OCW2, OCW3) are located at 
address 020H (OAOH). Writing a ·o· to bit 4 of VO address 
020H (OAOH) will place the controller in operational mode 
and load OCW2 (if data bit 3. 0) or OCW3 (if data bit 3. 1 ). 

M7-MO- These bits control the state of the Interrupt Mask 
Register. Each Interrupt Request can be masked by writing 
a 1 in the appropriate bit position (MO controls IRO etc.}. 
Setting an IMR bit has no affect on lower priority requests. 
All IMR bits are cleared by writing ICW1. 

OCW2 • Address 020H (OAOH) 
• Write Only 

Bits Function 

7-5 R, SL, EOl-These bits select operational fundion. 
Writing a "1" in bit 7 causes one of the rotate functions to be selected. 
Writing a ·1 • in bit 6 causes a specific or immediate function to occur. All specific commands require l2-LO to 
be valid except no operation. 
Writing a "1" in bit 5 causes a function related to EOI to occur. 

7 6 5 Function 

R SL EOI Operational function 

0 0 0 Clear rotate in auto EOI mode 

0 0 1 Non-specific EOI Command 

0 1 0 No operation 

0 1 1 Specific EOI Command* 

1 0 0 Set rotate in auto EOI mode 

1 0 1 Rotate on non-specific EOI Command 

1 1 0 Set priority Command* 

1 1 1 Rotate on specific EOI Command* 

*L2·LO are used by these commands. 

4-3 These bits must be set "O" to indicate that OCW2 is selected, because ICW1, OCW2 and OCW3 share the same 
address, (020H, OAOH). 

2-0 L2-LO-These three bits are internally decoded to select which interrupt channel is to be affected by the Specific 
command. L2-LO must be valid during three of the four specific cycles. 
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OCW3 • Address 020H (OAOH) 

- Write Only 

Bits Function 

7 This bit must be set -o·. 

6-5 ESMM - Writing a 1 in this bit position Enables the sevreset Special Mask Mode Function controlled by bit 5 
(SMM). ESMM allows the other functions in OCW3 to be accessed and manipulated without affecting the Special 
Mask Mode state. 
SMM - During Special Mask Mode, writing a 1 to any bit position of OCW1 inhibits interrupts and a O enables 
interrupts on the associated channel by causing the Priority Resolver to ignore the condition of the ISR. 

6 5 Fund ion 

ESMM SMM Mask mode enable/select 

0 x No operation 

1 0 Reset special mask mode to normal mask mode 

1 1 Set special mask mode 

4-3 Bits <4,3> must be set <0, 1 > to indicate that OCW3 is selected, because ICW1, OCW2 and OCWe, share the 
same address, (020H, OAOH). 

2 PM - Writing a ·1 • to this bit of OCW3 enables Polled Mode. 
Writing OCW3 with poll mode acts like the first INTA cycle, freezing all interrupt request lines and resolving 
priority. The next read operation to the controller ads like a second INTA cycle and polled vector is output to 
data bus. The format of polled vedor is described later (see Poll Mode Read). 

1-0 RR· Writing a ·1 ·to this bit enable the contents of IRR or ISR (determined by RIS} to be placed on XD7-XDO 
when reading the Status Port at address 020H (OAOH). Asserting PM forces RR reset. 

1 0 Function 

RR RIS Select next read register .. 

0 x No operation 

1 0 Read IRA on next read 

1 1 Read ISR on next read 

IRR, ISR and Poll Vector 

IRA, ISR and Poll Vector share the same address (020H, OAOH). The selection of the registers depends on the programming 
of ITC. If the latest OCW3 issued poll oommand, (PM .. 1), the poll vector is selected for the next read. Before another poll 
command is issued, subsequent read to the address will select IRA or ISR depending on the latest OCW3, if RR - 1 and RIS 
- 0, ISR is selected. Note that poll command is cleared after the first read to the ITC. After initialization (ICW1 or RESET), IRA 
is selected. · / 
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IRR. Address 020H (OAOH) 

Bits Function 

7-0 IR7-IRO - These bits correspond to the interrupt request bit of Interrupt Request Register. A ·1 ·on these bits 
indicates that an interrupt request is pending on the corresponding line. 

ISR • Address 020H (OAOH) 

Bits Function 

7-0 157-lsO - These bits correspond to the interrupt service bit of Interrupt Service Register. A "1" on these bits 
indicates that an interrupt is being serviced on the corresponding line. EOI will clear corresponding IS bit of ISR. 

Poll Vector. Address 020H (OAOH) 

Bits Function 

7 INT - A ·1 • in this bit indicates that a pending interrupt is polled. If there is no pending interrupt request or the 
request is removed before the poll command, this bit is 0. 

6-3 Don't care. 

2-0 V2-VO - These bits are the binary encoding of the highest priority level pending interrupt request being polled. 
If no pending interrupt has been polled, all three bits are equal to 1. 

Many registers share the same 110 address of INTC. The following table summarizes the address of each register. 

WRITE 

AO XD4 XD3 Register Selected 

0 0 0 OCW2 

0 0 1 OCW3 

0 1 x ICW1 

1 x x ICW2, ICW3, ICW4 during initialization sequence 

OCW1 (Mask Register) after initialization sequence 

READ 

AO Register Selected 

0 IRA, ISR or Poll Vector 

1 OCW1 (Mask Register) 
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COUNTERfTIMER SUBSYSTEM 

COUNTERfTIMER 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The PT82C206F-LV contains an 8254 compatible counter/ 
timer (CTC). The oounterltimer can be used to generate 
accurate time delays under software control. It contains 3 
16-bit counters (counters 0-2) which can be programmed to 
count in binary or binary-coded decimal (BCD). Each 
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counter operates independently of the other and can be 
programmed for operation as a timer or a counter. 
All counters in this subsystem are controlled by a common 
control logic as shown in Figure 9. The control logic 
decodes and generates the necessary commands to load, 
read, configure and control each counter O and counter 1 
can be programmed for all six modes, but mode 1 and mode 
5 have limited usefulness because their gate is hardwired to 
VCC internally. Counter 2 can be programmed to operate 
in any of the six modes as listed on page 46. 

COUNTER 0 VCC 

TMRCLK ---------..--... CLK GATE 

cs. 
RO, 

WR 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

OUT TO IRQO 
(INTERNAL 
CONNECTION) 

COUNTER 1 VCC 

CLK GATE 

OUT 

COUNTER 2 

OUT1 

CLK GA TE GA TE2 
OUT OUT2 

Figure 9. CounterfTlmer and Block Diagram 

ModeO 
Mode 1 
Mode2 
Mode3 
Mode4 
Modes 

Interrupt on terminal count 
Hardware retriggerable one-shot 
Rate generator 
Square wave generator 
Software triggered strobe 
Hardware retriggerable strobe 

All three counters in this subsystem are driven from a 
common clock input pin (TMRCLK) which is different from 
other clock inputs of the PT82C206F-LV. Counter O's 
output (OUTO) is internally connected to IRO of INTC1 and 
may be used as an interrupt to the system for time keeping 
and task switching. Counter 1 may be programmed to 
generate pulses or square waves for external devices. 
Counter 2 is a full function counter/timer. It can be used as 
an interval timer, a counter, or as a gated rate/pulse generator. 
In PC/AT compatible desig,n, counter 0 is used as a system 
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timer, counter 1 is used as a DRAM refresh rate generator, 
and counter 2 is used for speaker sound generation. 

Counter Description 

Eacti counter in this subsystem contains a control register, 
a status register, a 16-bit counting element, a pair of 8-bit 
counter input latches, and a pair of 8-bit counter output 
latches. Each counter shares the same dock input 
(TMRCLK). GATEO, GATE1 and OUTO are not externally 
accessible. This is fully compatible with PC/AT. Output of 
OUTO is dependent on the counter mode. (see Mode 
Definitions). 

The control register stores the mode and command 
information used to control the counter. It may be loaded by 
writing a byte to the write contro~word at port 043H. The 



status register allows the software to monitor counter 
condition and read back the contents of the control reg ister. 

The 16-bit counting element is a loadable synchronous 
down counter. It is loaded or decremented on the falling 
edge of TMRCLK. The counting element contains a maximum 
count when a O is loaded, which is equivalent to 65536 in 
binary operation or 10000 in BCD. The counting element 
does not stop when it reaches O. In modes 2 and 3 the 
counting element will be reloaded and in all other modes it 
will wrap around to OFFFFH in binary operation or 9999 in 
BCD. 

The counting element is indirecily loaded by writing one or 
two bytes (optional) to the counter input latches, which are 
in tum loaded into the counting element. Thus the counting 
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element can be lpaded or reloaded in one TMRCLK cycle. 
The counting element is also read indirectly by reading the 
contents of the counter output latches. The counter output 
latches are transparent latches which can be read while 
transparent or latched (see latch counter command). 

Programming The Counter/Timer 

After system reset the contents of control registers, counter 
registers, counting elements, and the output of all counters 
are undefined. Each counter must be programmed before it 
can be used. Each counter is programmed by writing its 
control registers with control word and then giving an initial 
count to its counting element. Table 6 lists the 110 address 
map used by the counter/timer subsystem. 

Table 6. Counter/Timer 110 Address Map 

Address Function 

040H Counter O Read/Write 

041H Counter 1 Read/Write 

042H Counter 2 Read/Write 

043H Counter Register Write Only 

Read/Write counter Command 

Each counter has a write only control register. This control register is written with a control word to the 1/0 address 043H. The 
control word format is described here. 

· control Word Fonnat (Write Only) 

Bits Function 

7-6 SC1-SCO-Select which counter this control word is written to. 

7 6 

SC1 sco Funciion 

0 0 Select counter O 

0 1 Select counter 1 

1 0 Select counter 2 

1 1 Reserved for read-back command 

/ 
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Control Word Format (Write Only} (Continued} 

Bits Function 

5-4 RW1 -RWO - Determine the counter read/write word size. 

5 4 

RW1 RWO Function 

0 0 Reserved for counter latch command 

0 1 Read/write LSB only 

1 0 Read/write MSB only 

1 1 Read/write LSB first, then MSB 

MSB .. most significant byte 
LSB "' least significant byte 

3-1 M2-MO - Select the counter operating mode. 

3 2 1 

M2 M1 MO Function 

0 0 0 Select mode O 

0 0 1 Select mode 1 

x 1 0 .... Select.mode 2 

x 1 1 Select mode 3 

1 0 0 Select mode 4 

1 0 1 Select mode 5 

0 BCD - During read/write counter commands control word writing, a ·1 ·selects binary coded decimal counting 
.. format. A "O" selects binary counting format. During read-back command word writing, this bit must be 0. 

When programming to a counter, the below sequences must be followed: First, each counter's control register must be written 
with a control word before the initial count is written. Second, writing the initial count must follow the format specified in the control 
word (least significant byte only, most significant byte only, or least significant byte and then most significant byte). A new initial 
count can be written into the counter at any time after programming without rewriting the control word. 

counter Latch Command 

When a counter latch command is issued, the counter's output latches latch the current state of the counting element. The 
counter's output latches remain latched until read by the CPU or the counter is reprogrammed. After that the output latches then 
return to a "transparent" condition. Counter latch commands may be issued to more than one counter before reading the first 
counter to which this command was issued. Also, multiple counter latch commands issued to the same counter without reading 
the counter will cause all but the first command to be ignored: The following describes the counter latch command format. 

,/ 
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Counter Latch Command Format (Write Only) 

Bits Function 

7-6 SC1 ·SCO • Select which counter is being latched. 

7 6 

SC1 sco Function 

0 0 Select counter O 

0 1 Select counter 1 

1 0 Select counter 2 

1 1 Reserved for read-back command 

5-4 These two bits must be zero for the counter latch command. 

3-0 These four bits are don't care bits. 

Read-Back Command 

The read~ack command allows the user to check the count value, mode, and state of the OUT signal and null count flag of the 
selected counter(s). The format of the read-back command is described below. 

Read-Back command Format (Write Only) 

Bits FunCtion 

7'"6 These two bits must be ·1 • for the read-back command. 

5 LOCUNT ·A -0" In this bit will latch the count of.the oounting ·element of the selected counter(s). 

4 LSTATUS ·A·o· 1n this bit will latch the status lnformation of the selected counter(s). .. _ .,, . 

3·1 C2.Q These three bits select which oounter(s) the read-back oommand is applied to. . _:;_ 

3 2 1 

C2 C1 co Function 

1 x x Select counter 2 

x 1 x Select counter 1 

x x 1 Select counter 0 
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Each counter's latches remain latched until either the latch 
is read or the counter is reprogrammed. If both LSTATUS 
and LCOUNT are ·o·, status will be returned on the next 
read from the counter. The next one or two reads (depending 
on whether the counter is programmed to transfer one or two 
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bytes) from the counter result in the count being returned. 
Multiple readback commands issued to the same counter 
without reading the counter will cause all but the first 
command to be ignored. The status read from each counter 
is described below. 

Status Format 

Bits Function 

7 OUT - This contains the state of the OUT signal of the counter. 

6 NC -This contains the condition of the null count flag. This flag is used to indicate that the contents of the counting 
element are valid. It will be set to a "1" during a write to the control register or the counter. It is cleared to a "O'" 
whenever the counter is loaded from the counter input register. 

5-4 RW1 -0 -these two bits indicate the counter readtwrite word size. This information is useful in determining where 
the high byte, the low byte or both be transferred during counter read/write operations. 

3-1 M-2-0 - These bits reflect the operating mode of the counter and are interpreted in the same manner as in the 
write control word format. 

0 BCD - This bit indicates the counting element is operating in binary format or BCD format. 

Counter Operation 

Because counter O and counter 1 have limitations in some 
of their operating modes, we will use counter 2 to describe 
the various counter operating modes. But the description of 
modes O, 2, 3 and 4 is suitable for all counters. The following 
terms are defined for describing counter/timer operation. 

TMRCLK pulse - A rising edge followed by a falling edge of 
the PT82C206F-LV TMRCLK input. 
Trigger - The rising edge of the GATE2 input.· 
Counter load - The transfer of the 16-bit value in counter 
input ·latches to to the counting element. Initialized - A 
control word written and the counter input latches loaded. 

Counter 2 can operate in one of the following modes: 
Mode O - Interrupt on terminal count 
Mode 1 - Hardware retriggerable one-shot 
Mode 2 - Rate generator 
Mode 3 - Square wave generator 
Mode 4 - Software triggered strobe 
Mode 5 - Hardware triggered strobe 

Mode 0 • Interrupt on Terminal Count 

Mode 0 is usually used for event counting. After the counter 
being written with the control word, OUT2 of the counter 
goes low and remains low until the counting element reaches 
O at which time it goes back high and remains high until a 
new count or control word is written. Counting is enabled 
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when GATE2 .. 1 and disabled when GATE2 .. 0. GATE2 
has no effect on OUT2. 

The counting element is loaded at the first TMRCLK pulse 
after the control word and initial count are loaded. When 
both initial count bytes are required, the counting element is 
loaded after the high byte is written. This TMRCLK pulse 
does not decrement the count, so for an initial count of N, 
OUT2 does not go high until N+1 TMRCLK pulses after 
initialization. Writing a new initial count to the counter 
reloads the counting element on the next TMRCLK pulse 
and counting continues from the new count. If an initial count 
is written with GATE2 .. O, it will still be loaded on the next 
TMRCLK pulse. But counting does not progress until GATE2 
.. 1. When GATE2 goes high, OUT2 will go high after N 
TMRCLK pulses later. 

Mode 1 • Hardware Retriggerable One-Shot 

Writing the control word causes OUT2 to go high initially. 
Once initialized the counter is armed and a trigger causes 
OUT2 to go low on the next TMRCLK pulse. OUT2 then 
remains low until the counter reaches 0. An initial count of 
N results in a one-shot pulse N TMRCLK cycles long. Any 
subsequent triggers while OUT2 is low cause the counting 
element to be reloaded, extending the length of the pulse. 
Writing a new count to counter input latches will not affect 
the current one-shot pulse unless the counter is retriggered. 
In the latter case, the counting element is loaded with the 
new count and the one-shot pulse continues until the new 
count expires. 



Mode 2 - Rate Generator 

This mode functions as a divide-by-N counter. After writing 
the control word during initialization the counter's OUT2 is 
set to high. 

When the initial count is decremented to 1, OUT2 goes low 
on the next TMRCLK pulse. The following TMRCLK pulse 
returns OUT2 high, reloads the CE and the process is 
repeated. In Mode 2 the counter continues counting (if 
GATE2 • 1) and will generate an OUT2 pulse every N 
TMRCLK cycles. Note that a count of 1 is illegal in Mode 2. 

GATE2 • 0 disables counting and forces OUT2 high 
immediately. A trigger reloads the CE on the next TMRCLK 
pulse. Thus GATE2 can be used to synchronize the counter 
to external events. 

Writing a new counf while counting does not affect current 
operation unless a trigger is received. Otherwise, the new 
count will be loaded at the end of the current counting cycle. 

Mode 3 - Square Wave Generator 

Mode 3 is similar to Mode 2 in every respect except for the 
duty cycle of OUT2. OUT2 is set high initially and remains 
high for the first half of the count. When the first half of the 
initial count expires, OUT2 goes low for the remainder of the 
count. 

ff the counter is loaded with an even count, the duty cycle of 
OUT2 will be 50% (high - low. N/2). For odd count values, 
OUT2 is high one TMRCLK cycle longer than it is low. 
Therefore, high .. (N+ 1 )12 and low .. (N-1 )12. 
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Mode 4 - Software Triggered Strobe 

Writing the Control Word causes OUT2 to go high initially. 
Expiration of the initial count causes OUT2 to go low for one 
TMRCLK cycle. GATE2 • 0 disables counting but has no 
effect on OUT2. Also, a trigger will not reload the CE. 

The counting sequence is started by writing the initial count. 
The CE is loaded on the TMRCLK pulse after initialization. 
The CE begins decrementing one TMRCLK pulse later 
OUT2 will go low for one TM RCLK cycle, (N + 1) cycles after 
the initial count is written. 

If a new initial count is written during a counting sequence, 
it is loaded into the CE on the next TMRCLK pulse and the 
sequence continues from the new count. This allows the 
sequence to be •retriggerable" by software. 

Mode 5 - Hardware Triggered trobe 

Writing the Control Word causes OUT2 to go high initially. 
Counting is started by trigger. The expiration of the initial 
count causes OUT2 to go low for one TMRCLK cycle. 
GATE2 • 0 disables counting. 

The CE is loaded on the TMACLK pulse after a trigger. 
Since loading the CE inhibits decrementing, OUT2 will go 
low for one TMRCLK cycle, (N+ 1) TMRCLK cycles after the 
trigger. 

If a new count is loaded during counting, the current counting 
sequence will not be affected unless a trigger occurs: A 
trigger causes the counter to be reloaded from CIL and CIH, 
making the counter "retriggerable". 

Table 7. Gate Pin Function 

Gate 
Mode 

Low Rising High 

0 Disables Counting - Enables Counting 

- a) Initiates Counting -
1 

- b) Resets Out Pin -
a) Disables Counting 

2 Initiates Counting Enables Counting 
b) Forces Out Pin High 

a) Disables Counting 
3 Initiates Counting Enables Counting 

b) Forces Out Pin High 

4 Disables Counting - Enables Counting 

5 - Initiates Counting -
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GATE2 

In Modes 0,2,3 and 4 GATE2 is level sensitive and is 
sampled on the rising edge of TM RCLK. In Modes 1,2,3 and 
5 the GATE2 input is rising-edge sensitive. This rising edge 
sets an internal flip-flop whose output is sampled on the next 
rising edge of TMRCLK. The flip-flop resets immediately 
after being sampled. Note that in Modes 2 and 3 the GATE2 
input is both edge and level sensitive. 

REAL TIME CLOCK SUBSYSTEM 

REAL TIME CLOCK 
FIJNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

This subsystem of the PT82C206F ·L V integrates a complete 
time-of-day real time clock with alarm, one hundred year 
calendar, a programmable periodic interrupt, and 114 bytes 
of CMOS static RAM. The PT82C206F-LV is designed to 
operate in a low power {battery powered) mode and protects 
the contents of both the CMOS static RAM and clock from 
change during system power up and down. 

Power-Up/Down 

Most applications will require the real time clock to remain 
active whenever the system power is turned off. To 
accomplish this the user must provide an alternate source 
of power to the PT82C206F-LV. This alternate source of 
power is normally provided by connecting a battery to the 
Vee pin to switch from the system power supply to the 
battery. A circuit implementing such a function is shown in 
Figure 1 o. It is used to eliminate power drain on the battery 
when the entire PT82C206F-LV is active. It will also make 
a clean and reliable transition between system and battery 
power without drawing too much battery power. 

The PWRGD pin is provided on the device to protect the 
contents of RAM and the real time clock. It is also used to 
reduce power consumption whenever the system is powered 
down. This pin should be low whenever the system power 
supply is not within specifications for proper operation of the 
system. This pin may be driven by circuitry in either the 
power supply or on the system board. Wher:i the PWRGO 
input is low, it will disable all unnecessary inputs and 
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outputs. In this way it will prevent noise on the inactive pins 
and reduce leakage current when the system is powered 
down. This pin must therefore be at high level for the 
remainder of the device to operate properly when system 
power is applied. 

The PS RS TB pin is provided to initialize the device whenever 
power is applied to the PT82C206F-LV h~s p~n '.""~I~ n?t alter 
the RAM or real time clock contents but it will initialize the 
necessary control regist~r bits. A low on PS~S~B pin 
disables the generation of interrupts and sets a flag indicating 
that the contents of the device may not be valid. A 
recommended circuit for controlling the PSRSTB input is 
shown in Figure 10. 

Register Access 

Reading and writing to the 128 locations in this subsystem 
is accomplished by first placing the in_dex a~dress of the 
location you wish to access on the data input pins XDO-XD6 
and then strobing the AS input pin. The address will then be 
latched into the index address register on the falling edge of 
AS. The index address register is then used as a pointer to 
the specific byte in this subsystem, which may be read or 
written by asserting XIOR or XIOW with an address of 071 H 
on the XA9-XAO input pins. 

In PC/AT compatible design, the AS is generated by an 110 
write operation to port 070H. To avoid the unintentional 
change of the contents of real time clock and CMOS RAM, 
it is recommended that an address of 070H be applied to the 
XA9-XAO inputs of PT82C206F-L V during the AS asserted 
time. 

Address Map 

Table 8 illustrates the internal register/RAM organization of 
the real time clock subsystem of the PT82C206F-LV. The 
128 addressable locations in this subsystem are divided into 
1 o bytes. which normally contain the time, calendar, alarm 
setting and four control and status bytes and 114 general 
purpose CMOS RAM bytes. All 128 bytes are readable by 
the CPU. The CPU may also write to all locations except 
registers OCH, OOH, bit 7 of register·OAH and bit 7 of the 
register OOH which is always 0. 
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1N4148 
2N3906 

3.3V BA TIERY ---- r----vcc 
1N4148 

1 (SYSTEM 
51K SUPPLY) 

1.C¥ g TANT. 

1 

1K 0.1µF 
2 VCC 

~ CERAMIC 
PSRSTB 

O.OOSµF PT82C206F-L 
CERAMIC ~ 

Figure 1 o. Power Conversion and Reset Circuitry 

Table 8. Address Map for Real Time Clock Subsystem 

Index Function Index Function 

OOH SECONDS OAH REGISTER A' 

01H SECONDS ALARM OBH REGISTERS 

02H MINUTES OCH REGISTERC· 

03H MINUTES ALARM ODH REGISTER D · 

04H HOURS OEH USER RAM 

05H HOURS ALARM OFH USER RAM 

06H DAY OF WEEK 

07H ADY OF MONTH 

OSH MONTH 7EH USER RAM 

09H YEAR 7EH USER RAM 

/ 
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Time/Calender and Alarm Bytes 

The CPU can obtain the time and calendar information by 
reading the appropriate locations in the real time clock. 
Initialization of the time, calendar and alarm information is 
accomplished by writing to these bytes. Data stored in these 
locations are in binary-coded decimal (BCD) format. 

PT82C206F-LV 

Before initialization of the internal registers of the real time 
clock, the SET bit in register OBH should be set to a "1" to 
prevent real time clock from updating. The CPU then 
initializes the first 1 O locations in BCD format. The SET bit 
should then be cleared to allow updating. After initialized 
and enabled, the real time clock will perform clock/calendar 
updates at a 1.024 KHz rate in AC/AT compatible designs. 

Table 9. Time, Calendar, Alarm Data Format 

Index Register Address Function 

OOH Seconds 

01H Seconds of Alarm 

02H Minutes 

03H Minutes of Alarm 

Hours 
(12 hour mode) 

04H 
Hours 
(24 hour mode) 

Hours of Alarm 
(12 hour mode) 

OSH 
Hours of Alarm 
(24 hour mode) 

06H Day of Week 

O?H Day of Month 

08H Month 

09H Year 

Table 9 shows the format for the ten clock, calendar and 
alarm registers. The 24/12 bit in Register OBH determines 
whether the hour locations will be updated using a 1-12 or 
0-23 format. Af ter initialization the 24112 bit cannot be 
changed without reinitializing the hour locations. In 12 hour 
format the bit 7 of the hours byte in both the time and alarm 
bytes will indicate PM when it is a ·1 •. 

The alarm bytes can be programmed to generate an interrupt 
at a specific time or they can be programmed to generate a 
periodic interrupt. :ro generate an interrupt at a specific time, 
the user need only program the time that the interrupt is to 
occur into the 3 alarm bytes. Alternately, a periodic interrupt 
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BCD Range 

00-59 

00-59 

00-59 

00-59 

01-12(AM) 
81-92(PM) 

00-23 

01-12(AM) 
81-92(PM) 

00-23 

01-07 

01-31 

01-12 

00-92 

can be generated by setting the high order two bits in an 
alarm register to a "1 ", which turns that byte into a "don't 
care". For instance, an interrupt can be generated once a 
second by programming the same value into all three alarm 
registers. 

Update Cycle 

During normal operation the real time clock will perform an 
update cycle, assuming one of the proper time bases is 
chosen, the divider brts DV2-DVO aren't reset and the SET 
brt in register OBH is cleared. The function of the update 
cycle is to increment the clock/calendar registers and 



compare them to the alarm registers. If a match or don't care 
condition occurs between the two sets of registers, an alarm 
is issued and an interrupt control bits are enabled. 

During an update cycle, the lower 10 registers are not 
accessible by the CPU. By this way it can prevent the 
possible corruption of data in the real time clock registers or 
the reading of incorrect data. To avoid contention between 
the real time clock and the CPU, a flag is provided ln register 
OAH to alert the user of an update in progress cycle. This 
update in progress bit (UIP) is asserted 244us before the 
actual start of the cycle and is maintained until the cycle is 
complete. Once the cycle is complete the UIP bit will be 
cleared and the update flag (U F) in register OCH will be set. 
Figure 11 illustrates the update cycle. CPU access is always 
allowed to registers OAH through OOH during update 
cycles. 

Two recommended methods can be used for reading and 
writing to the real time clock in a PC/AT compatible design. 
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Both of them will allow the user to avoid contention between 
the CPU and the real time clock for access to the time and 
date data. 

The first method is to read register OAH, determine the state 
of the UIP bit and if it is ·o·, perform the read or write 
operation. For this method to work successfully the entire 
read or write operation (including any interrupt service 
routines which might occur) must not require longer than 
244us to complete from the beginning of the read of register 
OAH to the completion of the last read or write operation to 
the clock calendar registers. 

The second method of accessing the lower 1 O registers is 
to read register OCH once and disregard the contents. Then 
subsequently continue reading this register until the UF bit 
is a ·1 ·.This bit will become true immediately after an update 
cycle has been completed. The user then has to complete 
a read or write operation befo're the next update cycle. 

UIP BIT 
(REGISTER A) --ii!-- / SEE NOTE 1 

-------
UPDATACYCLE 
ACTIVE PERIOD r--::: 2ms ----I SEE NOTE 2 ___ / 

UFBIT 
(REGISTER C) 

NOTE: 

1. REGISTERS 0.9 ARE UNAVAILABLE FOR READ OR WRITE THIS TIME. 

2. UF BIT CLEARED BY READING REGISTER C. 

Figure 11. Updata Cycle 

Control and Status Registers 

The PT82C206F-LV contains four registers used to control 
the operation and monitor the status of the real time clock. 
The CPU can access these registers at any time with index 
address at OAHOOH. 
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Register OAH 

Index register port:70H 
Data register port :71 H 
Index: OAH (Read/Write register except UIP) 
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REGISTER OAH 

Bits Function 

7 UIP - Update in progress flag is a status bit used to indicate when an update cycle is about to take place. A "1" 
indicates that an update cycle is taking place or is imminent. UIP will go active (HIGH) 244us prior to the start 
of an update cycle and will remain active for an additional 2ms while the update is occurring. The UI P bit is read 
on.IY_ and is not affected QI[ reset. Writi119. a ·1 ·to the SET bit in reJljster OBH will clear the UI P status bit. 

6-4 DV2-DVO - These three bits are used to control the Divider/Prescaler on the real time clock. While the 
PT82C206F-LV can operate at frequencies higher than 32.768 KHz, this is not recommended for battery 
powered operation due to the increased power consumption at these higher frequencies. 

6 5 4 Divider Options 

DV2 DV1 ovo OSCI Freq. Mode 

0 0 0 4.19430MHz Operate 

0 0 1 1.048576MHz Operate 

0 1 0 32.768KHz Operate 

1 1 x Reset Divider 

3-0 RS3-RSO - These four bits control the periodic interrupt rate. The periodic interrupt is derived from the divider/ 
prescaler in the real time clock and is separated from the alarm interrupt. Both the alarm and periodic interrupts 
do, however, use the same interrupt channel in the interrupt controller. Use of the periodic interrupt allows the 
generation of interrupts at rates higher than once per second. Below are the interrupt rates for which the real 
time clock can be .£.l'~ammed. 

3 2 1 0 Periodic Interrupt Rate 

4.194304MHz time base 
RS3 RS2 AS1 RSO 1.048576MHz time base 32.768KHz time base 

0 0 0 0 None None 

0 0 0 1 30.517 us 3.90625 ms 

0 0 1 0 61.035 us 7.8125 ms 

0 0 1 1 122.070 us 122.070 ms 

0 1 0 0 244.141 us 244.141 us 

0 1 0 1 488.281 us 488.281 us 

0 1 1 0 976.562 us 976.562 us 

0 1 1 1 1.953125 ms 1.953125 ms 

1 0 0 0 3.90625 ms 3.90625 ms 

1 0 0 1 7.8125 ms 7.8125 ms 

1 0 1 0 15.625 ms 15.625 ms 

1 0 1 1 31.25 ms 31.25 ms 

1 1 0 0 62.5 ms 62.5 ms 

1 1 0 1 125 ms 125 ms 

1 1 1 0 250 ms 250 ms 

1 1 1 1 500 ms 500 ms 
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REGISTER OBH 

Index register port : 70H 
Data register port : 71 H 
Index : OBH (Read/Write register) 

Bits Function 

7 SET - Writing a ·o· to this bit enables the Update Cycle and allows the Real Time Clock to function normally. 
When set to a ·1 ·the Update Cycle is inhibited and any cycle in progress is aborted. The SET bit is not affected 
by the RESET input pin. 

6 PIE· The Periodic Interrupt Enable Bit controls the generation of interrupts based on the value programmed into 
the RS3-RSO bits of Register OAH. This allows the user to disable this function without affecting the programmed 
rate. Writing a ·1 • to this bit enables the generation of periodic interrupts. This bit is cleared to ·o· by Rest. 

5 AIE ·The generation of alarm interrupts is enabled by setting this bit to a ·1 •. Once this bit is enabled the Real 
Time Clock will generate an alarm whenever a match occurs between the programmed alarm and clock 
information. If the don't care condition is programmed into one or more of the Alarm Registers, this will enable 
the generation of periodic interrupts at rates of one second or greater. This bit is cleared by Reset. 

4 UIE ·The update ended interrupt enable bit is used to enable the update end flag (UF) bit in register OCH to 
generate an interrupt. A ·1 • in this bit enables the interrupt generating. A ·o· disables it. This bit is cleared by 
reset. h is also deared when the SET bit goes high. 

3 SOWE • The square wave enable bit is always fixed to O. It will disable the square wave generation. 

2 OM - The data mode bit is always fixed to 0. It will always select the BCD format for real clock. 

1 24/12 • The 24/12 control bit is used to establish the format of both the Hour and Hour Alarm bytes. If this bit 
is a ·1 ·,the Real Time Clock will interpret and update the information in these two bytes using the 24 hour mode. 
This bit can be read or written by the CPU and is not affected by Reset. 

·. 

0 DSR - The Real Time Clock can be instructed to handle daylight savings time changes by s~tting this bit to a 
·1 •. This enables two exceptions to the normal time keeping sequence to oocur. On the first Sunday in April the 
time increments from 1 :59:59 AM to 3:00:00 AM. On ·the last sunday ·in October when the time first reacties 
1 :59:59 AM it changes to 1 :OO:OO AM. Setting this bit to a ·o· disables the execution of these two exceptions. 
RESET has no effect on this bit. 
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REGISTER OCH 

Index register port : 70H 
Data register port : 71 H 
Index : OBH (Read/Write register) 

Bits Function 

7 IRQF - The interrupt request flag bit is set to a "1" when any of the conditions which can cause an interrupt is 
true and the interrupt enable fort hat condition is true. The condition which causes this bit to be set, also generates 
an interrupt. The logic expression for this flag is: 

IRQF., PF & PIE+ AF & AIE + UF & UIE 
This bit and all other active bits in this register are cleared by reading the register or by activating the PSRSTB 
input pin. Writing to this register has no effect on the contents. 

6 PF - The periodic interrupt flag is set to a "1 "when a transition, which is selected by RS3-RSO, occurs in the divider 
chain. This bit will become active, independent of the condition of PIE control bit. The PF bit will then generate 
an interrupt and set IROF if PIE is a ·1 •. 

5 AF - A "1" appears in the AF bit whenever a match has occurred between the time registers and alarm registers 
during an update cycle. This flag is also independent of it's enable (AIE) and will generate an interrupt if AIE is 
true. 

4 UF - A ·1 ·appears in the UF bit whenever an update cyde is ended. This flag is also independent of it's enable 
(UIE} and will generate an interrupt if UIE is true. 

3-0 Not used - All unused bits will be ·o· when read and are not writeable. 

REGISTER OOH 

Index register port : 70H 
Data register port: 71H 
Index : OBH (Read/Write register) 

Bits Function. 

7 VAT - The valid CMOS RAM and time bit indicates the condition of the contents of the RAM and real time clock. 
This bit is cleared to a "O" whenever the PSRSTB input pin is low. This normally derived from the power supply 
which supplies Vee to the device and will allow the user to determine whether the registers have been initialized 
since power was applied to the device. Reset has no effect on this bit and it can only be set by reading register 
OOH. 

6-0 Not used - All unused bits will be "O" when read and are not writeable. 

CMOS Static RAM 

The 114 bytes of RAM from index address OEH to 7FH are not attected by the real time clock. They are accessible during the 
update cycle and may be used for whatever the designer wishes. Typical applications will use these as nonvolatile storage for 
system configuration parameters. They are normally battery powered when the system is turned otf ... 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings'* 

Supply Voltage ........................................ VCC -0.3 +6. 7 V 
Input Voltage ..............................•................. Vi -0.3 +6.7 V 
Output Voltage ..................................... Vo ·0.3 Vcc+0.3 V 
Operating Temperature ...••....................... Top -20 +70 °C 
Storage Temperature .............................. Tstg -55 + 125 °C 

PT82C206F-L V 

'*Comments 

Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum 
Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. 
These are stress ratings only. Functional operation of this 
device at these or any other conditions above those indicated 
in the operational sectional of this specification is not implied 
and exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Vee. 3.0 to 5.25V, Ta. -20 to +70°C) 

Min Max 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

3.3V 5V 3.3V 5V 

Vil Input Low Voltage ·0.3 +0.7 +0.8 v 

ViH Input High Voltage +2.2 Vcc+0.3 v 

Vol Output Low Voltage (lol=8mA,5V) - 0.6 0.5 v 
(lol .. 4.5mA,3.3V) 

VoH Output High Voltage (lohc·2mA,5V) 2.4 3.3 - v 
(lohc· 1.5mA,3.3V) 

lil Input Leakage Current - 10 uA 

lozi Output High·Z Leakage Current - 10 uA 

lccsb Standby Power Supply Current - 10 uA 

AC Characteristics (8 MHz) (Vee. 3.0 to 5.25V, Ta .. -20 to +70°C) 

Symbol Description Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

t1 Address setup to command active 25 ns 

t2 Command active period 200 ns 

t3 Address hold time from command inactive 0 ns 

t4 Data valid delay 160 ns 

--
t5 Data hold time from XIOR inactive 10 ns 

--
t6 XDO-XD7 active from XIOR 5 40 ns 

--
t7 Data setup to XIOW inactive 160 ;I 

ns 
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AC Characteristics (Continued) 

Symbol Description Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

t8 Data hold time from XIOW inactive 0 ns 

t9 Command recovery time 120 ns 

t10 Interrupt request low width 100 ns 

t11 Interrupt request high width 200 ns 

t12 INTR output delay 300 ns 

t20 Real time clock cycle time 500 ns 

t21 AS pulse width 160 ns 

t22 Data valid setup to AS inactive 160 160 ns 

t23 Data hold time from AS inactive 0 0 ns 

t24 OSCI period 500 ns 

t25 OSGI high time 200 ns 

t26 OSGI low time 200 ns 

t27 PSRSTB high delay from Vee 5 ns 

t28 PSRSTB low pulse width 5 ns 

t29 VRT bit valid delay 2 ns 

t40 TMRCLK period 125 ns 

t41 TMRCLK low time 50 ns 

t42 TMRCLK high time 50 ns 

t43 GATE2 setup to TMRGLK 50 ns 

t44 GATE2 hold time from TMRCLK 50 ns 

t45 GATE2 low time 50 
~ .. ~ 

ns 

t46 GATE2 high time 50 ns 

t47 OUT2 delay from TMRGLK 120 ns 

t48 OUT2 delay from GATE2 120 ns 

t50 SYSGLK period (OMA clock= SYSGLK) 125 ns 

t50a SYSGLK period (OMA clock= SYSGLK2) 62 ns 

t51 SYSGLK low time (OMA clock = SYSCLK) 43 ns 

t51 a SYSCLK low time (OMA clock = SYSCLK2) 22 ; ns 

152 SYSCLK high time (OMA clock= SYSCLK) 55 ns 
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AC Characteristics {Continued) 

Symbol Description Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

t52a SYSCLK high time (OMA clock • SYSCLK2) 27 ns 

t53 DREOi setup to SYSCLK 0 ns 

t54 HAQ valid from SYSCLK 75 ns 

t55 HLOA 1 setup to SYSCLK 45 ns 

t56 AENi valid delay from SYSCLK 105 ns 

t57 AENi invalid delay from SYSCLK 80 ns 

t58 ADSTBi valid delay from SYSCLK 50 ns 

t59 ADSTBi invalid delay from SYSCLK 120 ns 

t60 XDO·XD7 active delay from SYSCLK 60 ns 

t61 XDO·XD7 valid setup to ADSTBi low 65 ns 

t62 XDO·XD7 hold time from ADSTBi low 25 ns 

t63 XDO·XD7 tristate delay from SYSCLK 135 ns 

t64 Address valid delay from SYSCLK 60 ns 

t65 Address hold time from DMAMEMR high 50 ns 

t66 Address tristate delay from SYSCLK 55 ns 

t67 DACKi delay from SYSCLK 105 ns 

t68 Command enable delay from SYSCLK 90 ns 

t69 Command active delay from SYSCLK 120 ns 

t70 Write command inactive delay from SYSCLK 80 ns 

t71 Address hold time from write command high 75 ns 

t72 Command tristate delay from SYSCLK 75 ns 

t73 Read command inactive delay from SYSCLK 115 ns 
TC delay from SYSCLK 

t74 TC delay from SYSCLK 60 ns 

t75 XDO·XD7 setup to read command inactive 90 ns 

t76 XDO-XD7 hold time from read command 0 ns 

t77 XDO-XD7 valid delay from SYSCLK 120 ns 

t78 XDO-X07 hold from write command inactive 15 ; ns 

t79 IOCHRDY input setup to SYSCLK 35 ns 

t80 IOCHRDY input hold time from SYSCLK 20 ns 
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Timing Waveforms 

1. AC Characteristics Measurement Waveform 

N'UT 

01.JTPUT 
(DELAY) 

01.JTPUT 
(ENABLE/ 
DISABLE) 

--------------------~H 

10'/o 
~;.;.;.,.--------- V1L 

-------- VoH 

2. Peripheral Readllnta Cycle 

3. 

4. 

--~ VALO t....___ __ 
___ :J'~n f-" 12 -u-·to-

~.,<. '•::••:•:t'i\it}); VALD 

151::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Peripheral Read/Write Cycle 

ACK 

XN>-X>S 
X'ON 

XDO-X07 

;i< .. f .-------V-AL-D--------i--------------
----------:--~-------- 12 -----~.ir~~--"-------------

'----1-7 V~AL~D..__A... __ ~_=t....-----------------* 
Command Recovery 

XIORI 
X'ONI 
NTA# 

5. lnta Sequence 

IAQ\ 

NTR 

INTA 

XDO-XD7 

{-110~1119 
~ 112 -- "-------------------------(,....------------------------------

\ .... __ ~/ 
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llmlng Waveforms (Continued) 

6. lochrdy Output 

7. Real Tine Clock Access Cycle 

8. Real Tine Clock Power-up Sequence 

OSCI 

vex:: -----4., R---------111~---
VRT IM 
(~ 

9. Countermmer Parameters 

10. OMA Reset 

IESET 
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llmlng Wavefonns (Continued) 

11. OMA TransferTinlng 

Svsa.K 
- rote 1 

HAQ 

HLDA1 

AEN8 
AEN16 

ADS TBS 
AOSTil16 

XI»XD7 

XJ-0.XA8 
XA16 
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12. Memory-to-Memory Transfer 

PT82C206F-L V 

oo I ~ I ~ I n I S4 I ~ S3 I S4 Si I S< 
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SVSCLK 
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AOS1l3B 
ADSTil16 

XN>-X>B 
XA16 

A17-A23 

X[)).X07 
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TC 
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llmlng Wavefonns (Continued) 

13. Compressed Transfer 

NOTES: 

l!nJ< 
-nc1o1 

XAO-XA8 
XA16 

A17-Kl:l 

TC 
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1. All timings referenced to SCLK are independent of the state of the clock select bit in the configuration register. SCLK shown 
in this diagram is the undivided clock directly from the input. 

2. Extended Write mode selected. 
3. Extended Read mode selected. 
4. IOCHROY Input Timing. 
S. OMA wait states are added between S3, S4 in normal timing; between 52, S4 in compressed timing; between S13, S14 and 

523, 524 in memory-to-memory timing. 

Ordering Information: 

Part No. Package 

PT82C206F-LV 100LOFP 

/ 
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Package Information 

QFP 100L Outline Dimension 

u. 

Unit: Inch/mm 

S~I Dimensions In Inch Dimensions In rrm 
A 0.1300Max 3.30 Max 

A1 0.0039Min 0.10Min 
A2 0.1122± 0.0051 2.65 ± 0.13 

+0.0040 + 0.10 
b 0.0122 0.31 

-0.0020 -0.05 
+0.0040 + 0.10 

c 0.0060 0.15 
-0.0020 -0.05 

D 0.5512 :t 0.0051 14.00 ±0.13 
E 0.7874 ± 0.0051 20.00 ±0.13 
e 0.0256 ± 0.0010 0.65±0.025 
F 0.7421 NOM 16.65 NOM 

Go 0.6930NOM 17.60 NOM 
GE 0.9291 NOM 23.60 NOM 
Ho 0.7402 ± 0.0122 16.60 ± 0.31 
Ho 0.9760 ± 0.0122 24.79 ± 0.31 
L 0.0470 ± 0.0060 1.19 ± 0.20 
Li 0.0950 ± 0 0060 2.41±0.20 

1 0.0060 Max 015 Max 
a Cl° - 12" 0° - 12" 

Note 
1 . The dimensions 0 & E don't include resin fins 
2. The dimensions F, Go, GE are lor PC Board surface 

mount pad prtch design reference only 
3. All dimensions are based on metnc system 
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Notice: The information appearing in this publication is believed to be accurate. Integrated circuits sold by PICOPOWER 
TECHNOLOGY INC. are covered by the warranty and patent indemnification provisions stipulated in the terms of sale 
only. PICOPOWER TECHNOLOGY INC. makes no warranty, expressed, statutory, implied or by description regarding 
the Information in this publication or regarding the freedom of the described chip from patent infringement. Furthermore, 
PICOPOWER TECHNOLOGY INC. makes no warranty of merchantability or fitness for any purpose. PICOPOWER 
TECHNOLOGY INC. reserves the right to halt production or alter specifications and prices at any time without notice. 
Accordingly, the reader is cautioned to verify that the data sheets and other information in this publication are current 
before placing orders. 

Products described herein are intended for use in normal commercial applications. Applications which require extended 
temperature range, unusual environmental requirements, or high reliability applications, e.g. military, medical life-support 
or life sustaining equipment, are specifically not recommended without additional processing by PICOPOWER 
TECHNOLOGY INC. for such applications. Also, please note that Application Circuits in this document are for reference 
purposes only. 
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